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CBS AFFILIATE RELATIONS

A Unit ofCBS Corporation

AFFILIATION AGREEMENT

THIS AFFILIATION AGREEMENT (this "Affiliation Agreement") between CBS AFFILIATE
RELATIONS, A Unit of CBS Corporation ("CBS") and WITHERS BROADCASTING COMPANY OF
WEST VIRGINIA ("Broadcaster"), authorized to operate television station WDTV(TV), FCC Facility
ID No. 70592, Weston, West Virginia on channel number 5 ("Affiliated Station") sets forth the terms
and conditions regarding the affiliation of Affiliated Station with the CBS Network (as defined below).
CBS and Broadcaster hereby mutually covenant and agree, as of May 7,2015, as follows:

1. Definitions.

The following terms shall have the meanings set forth in this Paragraph 1:

''Affiliate" as used in this Affiliation Agreement means, any person or entity directly or indirectly
controlled by CBS Corporation.

"Affiliates Board'"' means the Board of Directors of the CBS Television Network Affiliates
Association.

"Award Show" means a Network Program depicting an event at which awards, prizes or other
elements of like recognition are distributed to one or more individuals or other entities and that is
broadcast within seven (7) calendar days of the actual occurrence of such event.

"Broadcast Season" means the period beginning in September and ending in May of each year
during which the CBS Network broadcasts primarily first-run, non-repeat programs. For Network
Programs that have their CBS First Run outside of the above-referenced period, the "Broadcast Season"
shall be deemed to be that period of time ending when the next Broadcast Season begins.

"Broadcast Year" means the 12-month period beginning in September of each year in which
Network Programs are premiered by CBS.

"CBS Network" means the current system ofwhich Affiliated Station is a part by which Network
Programs are distributed for simultaneous television broadcast by television stations.

"CBS Network Stations" means all television stations that regularly broadcast the programming
of the CBS Television Network, including both Network-Affiliated Station Licensees and stations owned
by CBS or any Affiliate thereof.

"CBS News" means the division of CBS or any Affiliate thereof primarily responsible for
production ofprogramming concerning news or other events of current interest.

"CBS Owned Program" means any Network Program the rights to which are, at any time,
wholly owned directly or indirectly by CBS or any of its wholly-owned subsidiaries.

"Control", "Controlled" or "Controlling" means having the power to direct the affairs of a
person or entity by reason of either (i) owning or controlling the right to vote a sufficient number of
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shares of voting stock or other votinginterestof such person or entity or (ii) havingthe right to directthe
general management of the affairs of suchperson or entity by contract or otherwise.

"Exclusivity Period" means, with respect to a NetworkPrime Time Entertainment Program, (i)
the period preceding the first broadcast date on which CBS offers such Network Prime Time
Entertainment Program to Affiliated Station for simultaneous television broadcasting on the CBS
Network, and (ii) the period prior to the end of the Broadcast Season in which CBS first offers such
Network Prime Time Entertainment Program to Affiliated Station for simultaneous television
broadcasting on the CBS Network.

"FCC" means the Federal Communications Commission.

"Inventory" means the amount of potential units of advertising contained in Network Programs
that are available for sale or other disposition.

"Licensed Network Prime Time Entertainment Program" means any Network Prime Time
Entertainment Program that is not a CBS Owned Program, including any Network Prime Time
Entertainment Programthe rights to which are licensedby CBS or any of its Affiliates from an unrelated
third party.

"Licensed Program" means any Network Program that is not a CBS Owned Program, including
any Network Program the rights to which are licensed by CBS or any of its Affiliates from an unrelated
third party.

"Made for Television Movie" means a feature length motion picture originally produced for
exhibition on television.

"Mini-Series" means a special series of television programs consisting ofa unified and complete,
closed-end story line (i.e., one that will not be continued or have a sequel), other than a regular episodic
program, intended for broadcast on two or more, but no more than 14, days.

"MVPD" means a distributor that makes available for purchase by subscribers or consumers
multiple channels of linear video programming services, which video programming services are delivered
via such distributor's multichannel video service infi^tructure (whether via cable (e.g.. Charter;
Comcast), direct broadcast satellite (DBS) (e.g., DIRECTV; DISH Network) or telco (e.g., Verizon FiOS
TV; AT&T U-verse) (each a "Traditional MVPD Platform")), and which delivery of such programming
services is not reliant on the consumer having access to the Internet or such distributor's high speed data
service.

"Net Profits" means the SVOD/EST Gross Revenues, less the costs incurred by CBS that are
specifically attributable to redistributing and exhibiting the program on the particular platform (but not to
the original production or acquisition of the program by CBS), including without limitation (i) sales
commissions, (ii) payments to profit participants (e.g., participants involved in the creation of the program
or with ownership interests in the program), (iii) music licenses, (iv) guild payments, and (v) residuals.

"Network-Affiliated Station Licensees" means all FCC licensees of the television broadcast
stations affiliated with the CBS Network that are not owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by CBS.

"Network-Affiliated Stations" means all television broadcast stations affiliated with the CBS
Network that are owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by Network-Affiliated Station Licensees.
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"Network Prime Time Entertainment Program" means a Network Program broadcast during
Prime Time other than (i) news and public affairs programs (including without limitation the CBS
Evening News, 60 Minutes, 48 Hours and the distribution of News Footage and News Segments); (ii)
Talk Shows; (iii) Award Shows; and (iv) Sporting Events.

"Network Program" means a program transmitted by the CBS Television Network on its
primary network feed (that is, not any additional program streams that may be transmitted by the Network
as "multiplexed" programming) to CBS Network Stations for substantially simultaneous broadcast by
CBS Network Stations, and that is broadcast by such stations that are owned by CBS, substantially in its
entirety, on the primary programming stream of such stations that meets the requirements of Section
73.624(b) of the FCC's rules.

"News Footage" means the reproduction of the image (whether by means of video, film,
photography or other sound and/or image reproduction technology) of a news event occurring within 24
hours prior to the broadcastor other distribution thereof that has been producedbut not been edited into a
News Segment.

"News Segment" means the report of or on a news event occurring within 24 hours prior to the
broadcast or other distribution thereof by means of video, film, photography or other sound and image
reproduction technology that has been produced and edited into a news story.

'WFX" means the National Football League and any successor thereto.

"NFL Agreement" means that certain Agreement(s) between CBS and the NFL, as the same
may be amended, extended, renewed or otherwise replaced but which, in part, grants the CBS Network
rights to telecast certain NFL games.

"NFL Game" means an NFL professional football game between any two teams fielded by NFL
franchisees, whether a pre-season game, a regular season game, a "wildcard" or divisional playoff game,
conference championship game or Super Bowl game.

"NFL Thursday Agreement" means that certain Agreement dated as of February 5, 2014
between CBS and the NFL which, in part, grants the CBS Network rights to telecast eight (8) NFL Games
during the 2014-15 NFL season and, at the NFL's option, eight (8) NFL Games during the 2015-16 NFL
season, the broadcast of which is scheduled to start at 7:30 p.m. Eastern time zone. The parties
acknowledge that one or more of the NFL Games to be telecast pursuant to the NFL Thursday Agreement
may be played and telecast on a day other than a Thursday, as designated by the NFL.

"NFL Thursday Game" means each NFL Game the broadcast rights to which were acquired by
CBS pursuant to the NFL Thursday Agreement regardless of the day on which such NFL Game is played.
The parties acknowledge that one or more of the NFL Thursday Games may be played and telecast on a
day other than a Thursday as designated by the NFL.

"Non-Dramatic Special" means a non-episodic, special program of a non-dramatic nature.

"Out-of-Market" means, with respect to the retransmission by an MVPD of Affiliated
Station's signal in accordance with this Affiliation Agreement, the location of television households
outside of Affiliated Station's DMA (as defined below). The Out-of-Market distribution of Affiliated
Station's signal of which Broadcaster is aware as of the date of this Affiliation Agreement is set forth
on SCHEDULE E.
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"Prime Time" means (i) the time periods between the hours of 8:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m.,
Monday through Saturday, and between 7:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m. Sunday in the Eastern and Pacific
time zones and (ii) the time periods between the hours of 7:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m., Monday through
Saturday, and between6:00 p.m. and 10:00p.m. Sunday in the Central and Mountain time zones.

"Program-RelatedMaterial" means (in addition to the Affiliated Station's primary video and
audio broadcast stream): (i) information and material of a commercial or non-commercial nature
which is directly related to the subject matter of, or persons appearing in, the Network Programs, or
specific CBS Network commercial advertisements or promotional announcements contained in the
Network Programs, if such information or material is transmitted concurrently or substantially
concurrently with the associated Network Program, commercial advertisement or promotional
announcement, (ii) closed-captioning information, (iii) program identification codes, (iv) program
ratings information, (v) alternative language feeds related to the programming, (vi) video description
information and (vii) such other material as may be essential to or necessary for the delivery or
distribution of the Network Programs.

"Sporting Event" means any sporting event, contest or, exhibition of an event requiringathletic
skill (such as, by way of exampleand not of limitation, ice skating, but excludingreality televisionshows
such as Survivor, dance programs, etc.), whether professional or amateur, whether individual or team;
provided, however, that a special program concerning or relating to sports or sporting events, including
anthologies, shall be considered a Network Program that is not a Sporting Event provided that such
programdoes not display a material portion ofthe sporting event which is the subject ofsuch program.

"SVOD/EST Gross Revenues" means the gross revenues received by CBS from the exhibition
or distribution of any Network Prime Time Entertainment Program on an SVOD or EST basis as
specified in Paragraph 3(e)(i).

"Talk Show" means a non-episodic, non-dramatic or comedic, entertainment or informative
Network Program utilizing a talk-show format, which consists of one or more hosts interviewing one or
more non-recurring guests.

"Theatrical Movie" means a feature length motion picture originally produced for exhibition,
and exhibited, in theatres.

"Traditional Television" means the broadcast of Affiliated Station's (or any other Network-
Affiliated Station's) free, over-the-air, linear television signal, and the simultaneous retransmission of
such signal by MVPDs via Traditional MVPD Platforms (which, for purposes of clarification, do not
include platforms or video service infrastructures that are reliant on a consumer having access to the
Internet or any high speed data service) for in-home viewing by such MVPDs' subscribers, pursuant to
the terms of this Affiliation Agreement (or any Network-Affiliated Licensee's agreement with CBS),
but expressly excludes (i) video-on-demand, (ii) pay-per-view, (iii) subscription television, (iv) time-
shifled transmission or other service in which any portion of a Network Program is provided to
viewers for payment or in a manner that is not simultaneous with its free, over-the-air, linear
broadcast, (v) broadcast or wireless transmission to mobile devices, (vi), distribution via high-speed data
service or over the Internet, (vii) broadcast on a secondaiy program stream and/or (viii) any other method
of distribution or delivery other than by broadcast via free, over-the-air, linear television signal, and the
simultaneous retransmission of such signal by MVPDs via Traditional MVPD Platforms (which, for
purposes of clarification, does not include platforms or video service infrastructures that are reliant on a
consumer having access to the Internet or any high speed data service) for in-home viewing.
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2. Network Programs, Broadcast and Delivery.

(a) Network Programs.

(i) Subject to the terms and conditions contained in this AffiliationAgreement, CBS
will offer to Broadcaster for simultaneous broadcasting via Traditional Television by Affiliated Station,
thoseNetwork Programs that are to be broadcast on a network basis by any television broadcast station
licensed to operate in Affiliated Station's community of license. Without limitation of the foregoing,
CBS shall offer to Broadcaster for broadcasting by Affiliated Station during the term of the Affiliation
Agreement (and any renewal term thereof) (i) those NFL Games the broadcast rights to which were
acquired by CBS pursuant to the NFL Agreement, (ii) the NFL Thursday Games, and (iii) those NCAA
basketball games designatedfor telecastby CBS as set forth on Exhibit D ofthe AffiliationAgreement.

(ii) As to any offer made as contemplated in Paragraph 2(a)(i) of this Affiliation
Agreement, Broadcaster shall be deemed to have accepted such offer in accordance with its terms, and
to have agreed to broadcast via Affiliated Station such Network Programs as specified in such offer,
unless it provides to CBS written notice of rejection within seventy-two (72) hours (exclusive of
Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays), or such longer period as CBS specifies therein, of CBS making
such offer; provided that if the first broadcast referred to in such offer is scheduled to occur less than
seventy-two (72) hours after the making of the offer. Broadcaster shall notify CBS of any rejection
of such offer as promptly as possible and in any event prior to the first broadcast time specified in
such offer.

(iii) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Affiliation
Agreement, Broadcaster shall not cause or permit, directly or indirectly. Network Programs to be
exhibited by means of any protocol or platform other than Traditional Television including, without
limitation, by broadcast or wireless transmission to mobile devices (except as may be permitted by
paragraph 7(d)(ii) and SCHEDULE D, paragraph 7(d)(iii), or paragraph 7(d)(iv) of this Affiliation
Agreement), distribution over the Internet or high-speed data service, or by broadcast on a secondary
program stream, without the express vmtten consent of CBS, which CBS may withhold in its sole
discretion; provided that through August 31, 2019, CBS shall afford Affiliated Station (a) the same rights
as to distribution of Network Programs via mobile, wireless and online platforms as are provided
(currently or in the future) to any CBS owned television stations upon mutually acceptable terms and
conditions agreed to by the parties (including, but not limited to, terms and conditions that are intended to
create a net economic benefit to Affiliated Station(s)) and (b) the same Inventory for sale in or adjacent to
Network Programs, as are provided (currently or in the future) to any CBS owned or controlled television
station.

(b) Broadcast of Network Programs.

Broadcaster agrees, subject to Paragraphs 3(c)(ii), 7(a) and 7(b) below, to broadcast via
Traditional Television the Network Programs (including, without limitation, all Program Related
Material (as defined above)), on the primary programming stream of Affiliated Station's signal, which
for purposes of clarity shall be the ".1" or "-1" program stream of any television broadcast station
broadcasting multiplexed programming streams (the "Primary Programming Stream"), in the technical
format (consistent with ATSC standards) transmitted by CBS (e.g., 1080i (1920 x 1080
interlaced/59.94 fields per second)). Unless CBS has consented in writing to transmission at a lesser
data rate, Affiliated Station will transmit Network Programs at the maximum data rate that can be
accommodated within a six MHz channel, i.e., 19.39 megabits per second (Mbps); provided that
Affiliated Station shall in no event devote less than 14.5 Mbps to its Primary Programming Stream
when broadcasting Network Programs and that the Primary Programming Stream shall be allocated the
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highest priority in any use of statistical multiplexing. In the event that either party receives complaints
regarding the video quality of Network Programs, the recipient of suchcomplaint(s) shallnotify the other
party of such complaint(s) and the parties shall work together in good faith to address and resolve such
complaints and any related issues in a prompt manner. Further, as it enters into new or renewed
retransmission consent agreements with MVPDs after the execution date of this Affiliation Agreement,
Broadcaster shall (x) instruct all MVPDs to program their reception equipment to receive Affiliated
Station's Primary Programming Streamat a data rate of no less than 14.5 Mbps and (y) exercise its best
efforts to cause all MVPDs to retransmit to their subscribers Affiliated Station's Primary Programming
Stream at a data rate of no less than 14.5 Mbps. As it enters into new or renewed retransmission consent
agreements with MVPDs after the execution date of this Affiliation Agreement, Broadcaster shall also
require all MVPDs to: (i) pass through, without alteration, any ratings-measurement related subcodes,
watermarks or tags, including any Nielsen audio watermark, included in the Network Programs in
Affiliated Station's broadcast signal and (ii) create and insert the Nielsen IDS tag, or any successor or
replacement subcode,watermarkor tag (including any successoror replacementsubcodes,watermarks, or
tags identified by CBS), into any digital stream containing Network Programs that is created or
distributed by the MVPD, which Broadcaster may authorize or permit only as provided in this Affiliation
Agreement. In addition, as it enters into new or renewed retransmissionconsent agreements with MVPDs
after the execution date of this Affiliation Agreement, Broadcastershall exercise its best efforts to require
the largest MVPD in Affiliated Station's market to accept a direct fiber feed of Network Programs at the
MVPD's facility in the technical format and data rate delivered to Affiliated Station by CBS, including,
specifically, high-definition format (e.g., lOSOi) at a data rate up to 19.39 megabits per second, which
feed shall also include all Program-Related Material, as defined above. Notwithstanding the forgoing,
should advances in compression technology make possible, in the sole judgment ofCBS, the achievement
of equivalent picture quality as provided by CBS at lesser data rates than those specified above, the
parties will engage in good-faith negotiations concerning the revision of such minimum data rates.

It is expressly understood that this Affiliation Agreement applies only to the primary CBS
Network feed provided by CBS to Affiliated Station, including all Network Programs and any
associated Program-Related Material, commercial announcements, CBS Network identifications, CBS
promos and credits included therein, and that Broadcaster will in no event be required to broadcast via
Affiliated Station additional programming streams (i.e., "multiplexed" programming).

(c) Sunday Programming.

CBS agrees to exercise commercially reasonable efforts to accommodate during the NFL season
the Sunday morning programming needs of those television stations that are affiliated with the CBS
Network and are located in the Pacific time zone (including Arizona during Daylight Savings Time) by
modifying its standard clearance guidelines for CBS Sunday Morning Network Program and Face the
Nation Network Program (or any successor programs transmitted for broadcast during substantially the
same time periods), so as to facilitate the scheduling of children's programming, locally produced news or
public affairs programming, or locally produced NFL-related programming by such affiliated television
stations (including, if applicable. Affiliated Station). No rescheduling of the aforementioned Network
Programs contrary to CBS's standard clearance guidelines shall be made by Affiliated Station without the
prior approval of CBS, which shall not be unreasonably withheld.

3. Exclusivity.

(a) Over-the-Air Exclusivity.
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As to any Network Program that Broadcaster accepts, CBS will not authorize or permit the
network broadcast of anysuchentire Network Program overany over-the-air television station licensed to
Affiliated Station's community of license; provided, however, that neither the foregoing or any other
provision of this Paragraph 3 shall apply to events of national importance, (i.e., (A) an address by the
President of the United States of America on a subject of national importance or (B) coverage ofa matter
of immediate national concern).

(b) Additional Exclusivity.

As to any Network Prime Time Entertainment Program that is a CBS Owned Program and that
Broadcaster accepts, CBS will not (i) authorize or permit the telecast of suchentireNetwork Prime Time
Entertainment Program on any other Broadcast Network (i.e., CW, NBC, ABC, My Network TV, Fox
and any other broadcast television network that offers an interconnected program service on a national
and regularbasis to multiple affiliated broadcast television stations) or CableNetwork(e.g., USA, TNT,
Bravo, A&E) in Affiliated Station's designated market area as defined by Nielsen Media Research, Inc.
("DMA"), at any time during the Exclusivity Period, or (ii) authorize or permit the exhibition of such an
entire Network Prime Time Entertainment Program on platforms other than Broadcast and Cable
Networks (e.g., the Internet/broadband) prior to the conclusion of the scheduled broadcast of such
Network PrimeTime Entertainment Program in Affiliated Station's DMA on the first broadcast date on
which CBS offers such Network Prime Time Entertainment Program to CBS affiliates for simultaneous
television broadcasting on the CBS Network in Affiliated Station's DMA ("CBS First Run") (the
"Additional Exclusivity Arrangements").

(c) Licensed Programs.

(i) Applicability of Additional Exclusivity Arrangements, CBS shall use its
commercially reasonable efforts (which efforts shall not require the payment of additional consideration
to third-party licensors) to obtain such contractual or other rights from third parties as may be necessary
so that the Additional Exclusivity Arrangements will apply to all Network Prime Time Entertainment
Programs that are Licensed Programs as if such Licensed Programs were CBS Owned Programs for
purposes of Paragraph 3(b) hereof. CBS shall provide Broadcaster with prompt written notice in the
event that the Additional Exclusivity Arrangements will not apply to any Licensed Network Prime Time
EntertainmentProgram, which notice shall be dispatched no later than (A) the date that is seven days after
the public announcement by CBS that it will carry such Licensed Program in its program schedule for the
Broadcast Season, (B) if such Licensed Program was not originally included in the program schedule for
the Broadcast Season, the date on which CBS offers such Licensed Program to CBS affiliates for
simultaneous television broadcasting on the CBS Network, or (C) with respect to any such Licensed
Program (other than a series pilot), the date that is seven days after CBS has entered any agreement that is
inconsistent with the Additional Exclusivity Arrangements.

(ii) Preemption. If the Additional Exclusivity Arrangements do not apply to any
Licensed Network Prime Time Entertainment Program for any reason. Broadcaster shall have the right to
preempt such Licensed Network Prime Time Entertainment Program and substitute in its place a program
selected by Broadcaster. Broadcaster shall notify CBS as far in advance as reasonably practicable of any
such preemption and substitution. The preemption of a Licensed Network Prime Time Entertainment
Program pursuant to this Paragraph 3(c)(ii) shall not be counted against any agreed limitation on
preemptions of Network Programs (subject to Section 73.658 of the FCC's rules) applicable to the
Affiliated Station, or otherwise have any economic consequences that are adverse to Broadcaster under
this Affiliation Agreement. For the avoidance of doubt. Broadcaster shall have the right to sell or
otherwise dispose of, for its own account, all Inventory adjacent to any Licensed Network Prime Time
Entertainment Program preempted pursuant to this Subparagraph 3(c)(ii).
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(d) Exceptions to Additional Exclusivity.

For purposes of clarity, and without implying any expansion or reduction of the exclusivity
provided by this Paragraph 3, the Additional Exclusivity Arrangements are expressly recognized as not
applyingto the following, notwithstandinganything in Paragraph3(b) to the contrary:

(i) subject to Paragraph 3(e), Subscription Video on Demand (i.e., distribution for
viewing on a paid subscription or fee for viewing basis, at the time of each individual subscriber's own
choosing, as part ofa general video-on-demand service) ("SVOD");

(ii) Free-to-subscriber Video on Demand (i.e., distribution for exhibition by an
MVPD on a Traditional MVPD Platform for viewing by its subscribers at the time of each subscriber's
own choosing,without any separate and incremental charge to the subscriber) ("FVOD");

(iii) promotional uses (i.e., distribution primarily for the purpose of promoting a
Network Prime Time Entertainment Program on the CBS Network);

(iv) distribution to the general public for exhibition in the home by means of video
cassettes, video discs or similar devices;

(v) distribution or commercial sale of a Network Program to the general public for
exhibition by means ofany device which is mobile or handheld;

(vi) distribution ofclips, segments, footage and or parts ofNetwork Programs;

(vii) any episodic Network Program that CBS has ceased to broadcast on a network
basis, i.e., "cancelled programs";

(viii) Theatrical Movies, Made-for-Television Movies, Non-Dramatic Specials or
Mini-Series, provided that any exhibition of such Network Program on Cable Networks or the Internet
will not be made prior to the conclusion of the CBS First Run of such Network Program in Affiliated
Station's DMA; and

(ix) subject to Paragraph 3(e), six (6) hours per week of regularly-scheduled Network
Prime Time Entertainment Programs, not otherwise exempt from the exclusivity provisions of Paragraph
3(b), provided that any exhibition on Cable Networks will not be made prior to the telecast on the CBS
Network and will not be in the same day and time period as that in which a Network Program in the same
program series is offered to CBS affiliates for simultaneous television broadcasting on the CBS Network.

(e) Affiliate Participation.

(i) Broadcaster will share in revenue paid to CBS from the SVOD exhibition, or the
electronic sale or rental ("EST"), of an entire Network Prime Time Entertainment Program during the
Broadcast Season in which the episode in question has its CBS First Run, it being understood that, except
for Paragraphs 3(d)(i) and 3(d)(ix), this will not apply to programs or distribution exempted under
Paragraph 3(d) above. Such revenue sharing shall be on the following basis.

With respect to Network Prime Time Entertainment Programs exhibited or distributed on an SVOD or
EST basis to subscribers or customers in Affiliated Station's DMA, CBS shall pay Broadcaster a
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proportionate share, based on the number of television households in Affiliated Station's DMA divided
by the total numberof television households in all DMAs of CBSNetwork Stations in whichthe Network
Prime Time Entertainment Program in question is exhibited or distributed on an SVOD or EST basis, of
the following percentageofNet Profitsfrom SVOD/EST GrossRevenuesas follows:

(1) for programs that are exhibited or distributed on an SVOD/EST basis
prior to or simultaneous with the first broadcast date on which CBS
offers such Network Prime Time Entertainment Program to CBS
affiliates for simultaneous television broadcasting on the CBS Network
("Pre-Air Exhibitions" and "Simultaneous Exhibitions"), twenty percent
(20%) ofNet Profits.

(2) for programs that are exhibited or distributed on an SVOD/EST basis
after the first broadcast date on which CBS offers such Network Prime

Time Entertainment Program to CBS affiliates for simultaneous
television broadcasting on the CBS Network ("Post-Air Exhibitions"),
ten percent (10%) ofNet Profits.

CBS will pay Broadcaster its share ofNet Profits under this subparagraph every six (6) months, on or
about July 1 and December 31, for the preceding six-month period (e.g., CBS will make the payment to
Broadcaster on July 1 for the July 1 through December 31 period of the previous year, and on December
31 for the preceding January 1 through June 30 period; provided that the payment due on December 31 of
the final year in which CBS's payment obligations hereunder are in effect, will be for the January 1
through August 31 ofsuch year). CBS's payment shall be accompanied by a statement, in reasonable
detail, accounting for the SVOD/EST Gross Revenues paid to CBS, the costs subtracted from such
amount in order to calculate Net Profits, and the manner in which Broadcaster's proportionate share of
Net Profits was calculated. The parties acknowledge that CBS shall remain liable for Broadcaster's share
ofNet Profits accrued but not paid pursuant to any previous revenue sharing provision ofthe Affiliation
Agreement for Affiliated Station.

(ii) It is understood that the Affiliates Board or its designee, on behalf of Broadcaster
and all other Network-Affiliated Station Licensees, shall have the right, for so long as this Paragraph 3(e)
is effective and for one year thereafter (but no more than once in any 12 month period during the effective
period and once in the year thereafter), and subject to any contractual obligations of CBS, to a reasonable
inspection and audit of the books and records of CBS that are relevant to CBS's compliance with this
subparagraph and that relate to the applicable period, upon reasonable notice to CBS.

(f) Certain Exclusivity Provisions.

Between February 1 and March 1, 2017, CBS and the Affiliates Board shall negotiate in good
faith concerning whether, and in what form, the provisions set forth in Paragraphs 3(b), 3(c), 3(d) and 3(e)
above (collectively, the "Covered Provisions") will continue after August 31, 2017 and/or, whether
alternative provisions that CBS and the Affiliates Board reasonably believe would bring value to the
Affiliated Stations will be adopted effective as of August 31, 2017, it being understood that CBS
contemplates proposing, but is not obligated to propose, some form of exclusivity for Affiliated Station,
and other Network-Affiliated Station Licensees, against the exhibition of Network Prime Time
Entertainment Programs on non-broadcast platforms if consistent with then-prevailing industry practice,
and participation or other value for Affiliate Station and other Network-Affiliated Station Licensees. At
the conclusion of such negotiations, but no later than April 1,2017 (unless otherwise agreed in writing by
the parties), CBS shall submit to the Affiliates Board a proposed legally binding instrument, the terms of
which shall reflect (i) the terms on which CBS and the Affiliates Board agreed during such negotiations.
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or (ii) in the absence of such agreement, such terms as may be determined by CBS in its sole discretion,
as to the modification or elimination of the Covered Provisions (the "Exclusivity Modification
Agreement"). If the Exclusivity Modification Agreement is approved by the Affiliates Boardby May 15,
2017, Broadcaster agrees to be bound by such Exclusivity Modification Agreement and this Affiliation
Agreement shall be deemed amended to conform to its provisions. If the Exclusivity Modification
Agreement is not approved by the Affiliates Board by the above date, the Covered Provisions shall
terminate at the end of the day on August 31, 2017, but the remainder of this Affiliation Agreement will
remain in full force and effect.

(g) Streaming of NFL Games.

In the event that CBS agrees to the live streaming over the Internet of NFL Games, on a stand
alone basis, transmitted for broadcast by the CBS Television Network, or itself streams such games on
any web site or portal it controls, CBS will provide to Affiliated Station (i) the same opportunity, if any,
to insert local commercials in or adjacent to the streamed game as is afforded to any CBS owned
television station and (ii) any other rights or opportunities as are afforded to any CBS owned television
station with respect to such streaming, subject to any rights and/or restrictions contained in the NFL
Agreement and/or the NFL Thursday Agreement.

(h) Continuation ofProvisions.

To the extent that the Affiliation Agreement is renewed, amended or modified prior to the
expiration of any of the provisions in this Paragraph 3 (including, if applicable, the Covered Provisions as
amended pursuant to Paragraph 3(f)), the unexpired provisions shall be incorporated in their entirety in
such amendment to or renewal of this Affiliation Agreement with respect to any period before the
applicable expiration date.

4. Affiliated Station's Commercial Inventory.

(a) Prime Time Inventory.

Through August 31, 2019, Broadcaster shall have the right to sell or otherwise dispose of, for its
own account, no less than one hundred fifteen (115) 30-second units of Inventory occurring during
regularly scheduled Prime Time Network Programs each calendar week (Monday through Sunday) (the
"Prime Time Inventory"). Of the Prime Time Inventory, six (6) units (the "Supplemental Prime Time
Units") shall be subject to the provisions of Paragraph 4(a)(ii) below, and the remaining units (the
"Standard Prime Time Units") shall be subject to the provisions of Paragraph 4(a)(i) below. The
provisions of this Paragraph 4(a) (including its subparagraphs (i) and (ii)) shall be incorporated, as
applicable, in their entirety in any amendment to this Affiliation Agreement, with respect to any period
before August 31, 2019, and may not be amended or modified without the approval of Affiliates Board,
which approval may be granted or withheld in its sole and absolute discretion.

(i) Standard Prime Time Units. The Standard Prime Time Units shall include a 45-
second local newsbreak occurring in the last hour of Prime Time each day of the calendar week, of which
30-seconds each calendar day may be used by Broadcaster as Inventory. Notwithstanding the foregoing
provisions of this Paragraph 4(a), the parties agree that the amount of Inventory available for sale by
Broadcaster as Standard Prime Time Units may be lower than one hundred nine (109) 30-second units
during those weeks in which the CBS Network schedules special news, sports or sponsor-provided
programming of the type set forth, for illustrative purposes only, in Exhibit A ("Special Programming"),
and in which the amount of Inventory available for sale by Network-Affiliated Station Licensees has, in
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prioryears, been lessthan in regularly scheduled Prime Time Network Programs; provided, however, that
the amount of Special Programming in Network Programs provided by CBS to Affiliated Station in any
given Broadcast Year shall be no greaterthan the amount of Special Programming in Network Programs
provided by CBS to the television broadcast stations owned by CBS. The Standard PrimeTime Units
shall be allocated substantially in accordance with the programming schedule set forth in Exhibit B
hereto and in a manner that is materially identical to the allocation of Standard Prime Time Units
provided by CBS to other Network-Affiliated Station Licensees and to the television broadcast stations
owned by CBS; provided, however, that CBS shall have the right to reallocate a reasonable amount of
Inventory among Network Programs so long as such reallocation does not result in the Standard Prime
Time Units' having materially less value by virtue of their placement than the Inventory that was
available to Network-Affiliated Station Licensees and to the television broadcast stations owned by CBS
as of the commencement of the Term. In addition, through August 31,2019, CBS shall make available to
Broadcaster for local sale the same three (3) additional 30-second units per week in CBS Evening
News with Scott Pellet (or its successor program) (in addition to the end break available for sale by
Broadcaster at the conclusion of "The CBS Evening News with Scott PelleyJ'*) as were made available in
the 2012-2013 Broadcast Season, with one such unit being scheduled as an internal break on each of
Monday, Wednesday and Friday,subjectto adjustment for significant ratings shortfallor gain. Exceptas
otherwise provided in the preceding sentence with respect to "The CBSEveningNews withScottPelley"
(or its successor program) and in Paragraphs 4(b),4(c),4(d) and 4(e), nothing contained in this Paragraph 4
shall in any way establish or otherwise affect Affiliated Station's right to Inventory during periods other
than Prime Time.

(ii) Supplemental Prime Time Units. The Supplemental Prime Time Units shall be
made available in accordance with the schedule set forth in Exhibit C. CBS shall review the scheduling
of Supplemental PrimeTime Unitsat the end of each Broadcast Seasonfor the purpose of considering, in
consultation with the Affiliates Board, whether any adjustments in the scheduling of the Supplemental
Prime Time Units should be made so as to correct any disparity of five percent or more during the just-
completedBroadcast Season between the average household ratings delivery of such SupplementalPrime
Time Units and the average household Prime Time ratings delivery, Monday-Saturday, for Network
Programs generally, with the presumption that an adjustment will be made if such disparity is not
substantially offset by a prior overall excess household ratings delivery of the Supplemental Prime-Time
Units.

(b) NFL Inventory.

(i) With respect to each single NFL Game that is scheduled by the NFL to begin
prior to 4:00 p.m. New York City time (an "Early Single NFL Game") and made available to Affiliated
Station for broadcast by CBS, Broadcaster shall have the right to sell or otherwise dispose of, for its own
account, no fewer than eighteen (18), 30-second units of Inventory in or adjacent to such Early Single
NFL Game (i.e., no more than three (3), 30-second units immediately preceding the commencement of
the NFL Game and no more than four (4), 30-second units of Inventory immediately following the
conclusion of the coverage of such Early Single NFL Game).

(ii) With respect to each single NFL Game that is scheduled by the NFL to begin on
or after 4:00 p.m.. New York City time and made available to Affiliated Station for broadcast (a "Late
Single NFL Game"), Broadcaster shall have the right to sell or otherwise dispose of, for its own account,
no fewer than twelve (12) 30-second units of Inventory in or immediately following such Late Single
NFL Game (i.e., no more than three (3), 30-second units of Inventory immediately following the
conclusion of the coverage of such Late Single NFL Game).
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(iii) With respect to back-to-back broadcasts of NFL Games occurring on the same
calendar day that are provided to Broadcaster for broadcast by CBS on the same day (an "NFL
Doubleheader"), Broadcaster shall have the right to sell or otherwise disposeof, for its own account, no
fewer than twenty-nine (29) 30-second units of Inventory in or adjacent to such NFL Doubleheader (i.e.,
no more than three (3), 30 second units immediately precedingthe commencement of the NFL Game and
no morethan four (4) 30-second unitsof Inventory immediately following the conclusion of the coverage
of such NFL Doubleheader).

(iv) With respect to each NFL Thursday Game, Broadcaster shall receive a one-
minute news window during the accompanying pre-game show and shall have the right to sell or
otherwise dispose of, for its own account, no fewer than twenty-two (22),30-second unitsof Inventory in
or adjacent to each NFL Thursday Gameand its accompanying pre-game show (no morethan six (6), 30-
second units preceding the commencement of the NFL Thursday Game (one (1), 30-second unit in the
pre-game show and five (5), 30-second units immediately preceding the commencement of the NFL
Thursday Game) and no more than four (4), 30-second units of Inventory immediately following the
conclusion of the coverage of such NFL Thursday Game) as more fully set forth on Exhibit E, provided
that the one-minute news window and amount of Inventory preceding the commencement of any NFL
Thursday Game played and telecast on a Saturday may be reduced in the event that the length of the
period for the pre-game show associated with that NFL Thursday Game is reduced by the NFL. Any such
reduction in the amount of Broadcaster's Inventory in the pre-game show of an NFL Thursday Game
played on a Saturday shall be on a proportionate basis with the reduction of Inventory available for sale
by CBS in such pre-game show. The NFL has scheduled one of the NFL Thursday Games in the 2014-
2015 NFL season to be played on a Saturday. In addition to the foregoing Inventory, Affiliated Station
shall be entitled to the following:

(\) During the 2014-2015 NFL season and commencing with the
week ofSeptember 8,2014, Affiliated Station shall also have the
right to sell or otherwise dispose of, for its own account, one (1)
additional 30-second unit of Inventory each week, as scheduled
by CBS, during Prime Time Network Programs airing Sunday
through Friday, for fourteen (14) consecutive weeks (i.e..
Affiliated Station will have the right to sell fourteen (14)
additional units of Prime Time Inventory in total), in connection
with Affiliated Station's clearance ofthe NFL Thursday Games.

(B) In the event that the NFL exercises its option in the NFL
Thursday Agreement to have CBS Network telecast eight (8)
NFL Games during the 2015-16 NFL season, then commencing
with the second week of the 2015-16 NFL season. Affiliated
Station shall also have the right to sell or otherwise dispose of,
for its own account, one (1) additional 30-second unit of
Inventory each week, as scheduled by CBS, during Prime Time
Network Programs airing Sunday through Friday, for fourteen
(14) consecutive weeks, (i.e.. Affiliated Station will have the
right to sell fourteen (14) additional units of Prime Time
Inventory in total), in connection with Affiliated Station's
clearance of the NFL Thursday Games in the 2015-16 NFL
season.

(v) With respect to each single NFL Game that is scheduled by the NFL on
Thanksgiving Day, regardless of start time. Broadcaster shall have the right to sell or otherwise dispose
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of, for its own account, no fewer than nineteen (19) 30-second units of Inventory in or adjacent to such
NFL coverage (i.e., no more than three (3), 30-second units of Inventory immediately preceding the
commencement of the NFL Game and no more than four (4), 30-second units of Inventory immediately
following the conclusion ofNFL coverage).

(vi) Through the 2018-19 NFL Season, in years when CBS broadcasts the Super
Bowl, it will make available the same amount of Inventory available for sale by Affiliated Station as in
CBS's 2013 SuperBowlbroadcast, as set forthin Exhibit B-1, including the additional 30-second Unit in
the hour prior to kickoff that was made available in that broadcast.

(c) NFL Game News Break.

In addition to the foregoing, CBS shall make available an opportunity for Broadcasterto provide
a three (3) minute and thirty-four (34) second local news broadcast (the "Local News Window") during
half time of the second game of NFL Doubleheaders providedto AffiliatedStation for broadcastby CBS.
The Local News Window will be comprised of a one (1) minute and thirty-four (34) secondstation break,
followed immediately by a two minute(2) period for use, at Broadcaster's option, for a thirty (30) second
promotional announcement and a one (1) minuteand thirty (30) second local news broadcast. CBS shall
make available programming for broadcast during such two (2) minute period in the event that
Broadcaster elects not to use it for a local news broadcast.

(d) SEC Inventory.

Through August 31, 2019, CBS shall make available for sale by Affiliated Station the same
amount of Inventory in or adjacent to Network broadcasts of SEC Football Games as during the 2012
season, as set forth in Exhibit B-2, with no diminution in the number of internal spots.

(e) NCAA Basketball Inventory.

Through August 31, 2019, CBS shall make available for sale by Affiliated Station in NCAA
basketball games (i) within each regular season game, the same amount of Inventory (with comparable
placement) as was made available for Affiliated Station's sale during the 2012-13 season, plus an
additional 30-second unit adjacent to each regular season game and (ii) the same amount of Inventory
(with comparable placement) in games of the NCAA Men's Division I Basketball Toumament ("March
Madness") as during the 2013 toumament in the games that are carried by the CBS Television Network.
A schedule of the number of March Madness toumament games that will be carried on the CBS
Television Network (and the number that will be carried on cable networks ovraed by Tumer
Broadcasting System, Inc.) from 2015 through 2019 is attached as Exhibit D. The specific number of
units of Inventory to be made available for sale by Affiliated Station in regular-season games and March
Madness toumament games broadcast by CBS is set forth on Exhibit B-3.

(f) Expiration of Provisions.

The provisions of this Paragraph 4 will expire and be ofno further force or effect at the end of the
day on August 31, 2019. To the extent that this Affiliation Agreement is renewed, amended or modified
prior to that date, the provisions shall be incorporated, as applicable, in their entirety in such amendment
to or renewal of this Affiliation Agreement with respect to any period before August 31, 2019, and such
provisions will not be amended or modified by CBS without the approval of the Affiliates Board, which
approval may be granted or withheld in its sole and absolute discretion.
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5. Term and Termination.

(a) Term.

The term of this Affiliation Agreement shall be the period commencing on July 1, 2015 through
and including June 30, 2018 ('Term"). Notwithstanding Paragraphs 2, 4 and 7 of this Affiliation
Agreement, or any other provision to the contrary contained herein, upon the expiration or any earlier
termination of this AffiliationAgreement, Broadcaster shall have no rightswhatsoever(i) to broadcastvia
Affiliated Station or to otherwise distribute in any manner any Network Program or (ii) to sell or
otherwise dispose of any Inventory. Upon the expiration or any earlier termination of this Affiliation
Agreement, each of the Affiliate CBS Eye Logo Trademark License Agreement and the CBS Newspath
Participation Agreement shall immediately terminate.

(b) Terminationon TransferofAffiliation Agreement, Licenseor Control in Broadcaster.

This Affiliation Agreement may not be assigned or transferred from Affiliated Station (including
pursuant to any change in control of Broadcaster), directly or indirectly, regardless of whether in
connection with the assignmentor transfer of control of Broadcasteror of Broadcaster's FCC license for
the Affiliated Station, and regardless of whether by operation of law or otherwise, without the prior
written consent of CBS, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, and any purported transfer or
assignment without CBS's prior written consent shall be null and void ab initio (except a "short-form"
assignmentor transfer within the provisionsofSection 73.3540(f) ofthe FCC's rules and regulations as in
effect as of the date of this Affiliation Agreement, which shall only require written notice by Broadcaster
to CBS). Broadcaster shall notify CBS in writing thirty (30) days prior to any anticipated assignment or
transfer of this Affiliation Agreement, and within five (5) days of the filing of any application with the
FCC seeking consent to an assignment or transfer of control either of any interest in Broadcaster or of
Broadcaster's license for Affiliated Station.

(i) If: (I) CBS reasonably disapproves of the proposed assignee or transferee,
including, but not limited to, if CBS reasonably believes the proposed assignee or transferee is unable, or
would be unable, to broadcast the Network Programs as required herein or (2) Broadcaster, the proposed
assignee, or the proposed transferee is in arrears on any payment due to CBS and an arrangement for
payment reasonably satisfactory to CBS has not been made, then in either event, CBS shall have the right
to terminate this Affiliation Agreement effective as of the effective date of any such assignment or
transfer of control by giving Broadcaster notice thereof. Upon the event of such termination. Broadcaster
shall pay to CBS, as liquidated damages, a lump sum equal to all outstanding CBS Network Programming
Fees for the remainder of the Term, which are anticipated to approximate the damages that CBS would
suffer as a result from, among other things, CBS's loss of license fees as set forth in this Affiliation
Agreement, losses in ad sales, losses in viewership of the CBS Network, the costs associated with
securing another affiliate in Affiliated Station's market and reputational damages to CBS and the CBS
Network. The parties agree that: (i) quantifying CBS's harm and losses arising from such a termination
of this Affiliation Agreement is inherently difficult insofar as such an election would impact the
viewership and reputation of CBS and the CBS Network and it is unclear that CBS could locate another
full power television station in Affiliated Station's market with which to affiliate; and (ii) the agreed upon
sum is not a penalty, but rather a fair, equitable and reasonable measure of damages, based upon the
parties' experience in the broadcast television industry and given the nature of the losses that may result
from such a decision.

(ii) If CBS does not so terminate this Affiliation Agreement, Broadcaster shall, prior
to the consummation of any such assignment or transfer of this Affiliation Agreement and/or any interest
in Broadcaster or ofBroadcaster's FCC license for Affiliated Station, and as a condition precedent to such
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assignment or transfer, procure and deliver to CBS, in a form reasonably satisfactory to CBS, the
agreement of the proposed assignee or transferee that, upon consummation of the assignment or transfer,
the assignee or transferee will unconditionally assume and perform all obligations of Broadcaster under
thisAffiliation Agreement. Upon delivery of saidagreement to CBS, in a form reasonably satisfactory to
it, theprovisions of this Affiliation Agreement applicable to Broadcaster shall, effective upon the date of
such assignment or transfer, be applicable to suchassignee or transferee. In the event that Broadcaster
eitherfails to provide advance notice to CBS of the assignment or transfer of control of any interest in
Broadcaster or Affiliated Station's FCC license or fails to procure and deliver to CBS the agreement of
the proposed assignee or transferee to assume andperform all obligations of Broadcaster, eachas required
in this Paragraph 5(b), such failure shall be a material breach of this Affiliation Agreement by
Broadcaster. Broadcaster's obligations to procure the assumption of this Affiliation Agreement by any
assignee or transferee of Broadcaster or of Broadcaster's FCC license for Affiliated Station as a
condition precedent to such assignment or transfer shall be deemed to be of the essence of this
Affiliation Agreement; further, Broadcaster expressly recognizes that money damages will be
inadequate to compensate CBS for the breach of such obligation, and that CBS shall accordingly be
entitled to equitable relief to enforce the same.

(c) Termination for Unauthorized Programming Agreement.

If, without having first obtained CBS's written consent. Broadcaster enters any agreement,
including without limitation a "local marketing agreement," "time brokerage agreement," "station
services agreement," "news sharing agreement," or other similar agreement whereby initial
responsibility for providing a significant portion of Affiliated Station's non-network programming is
delegated to anotherparty that is not a person or entity directly or indirectly Controlling, or Controlled
by, or under common Control with Broadcaster (notwithstanding that Broadcaster maintains ultimate
control over such programming) (a "Programming Agreement"), then CBS may terminate this
Affiliation Agreement on sixty (60) days' prior written notice.

(d) Termination on Change of Operation of Affiliated Station.

Broadcasterrepresents, warrants, and covenants that it holds a valid license issued by the FCC to
operate Affiliated Station and that Broadcaster is operating, and shall continue to operate during the
Term, Affiliated Station in conformity with the parameters specified in its FCC license. Broadcastershall
notify CBS in writing within five (5) days ofBroadcaster taking any action, including, without limitation,
the filing of an application or otherwise seeking FCC authority, that will modify Affiliated Station's
operationalparameters, including the channel number on which it broadcasts, transmitter location, power,
frequency or hours of operation, in a manner that will materially impact the operation of Affiliated
Station. In the event that CBS reasonably determines that: (i) such modification would substantially
lessen the value of Affiliated Station as an outlet for Network Programs or (ii) that Affiliated Station
would no longer be able to broadcast the Network Programs, as required herein (e.g., 1080i (1920 x 1080
interlaced/59.94 fields per second), devoting less than 14.5 Mbps to its Primary Programming Stream
when broadcasting Network Programs, etc.), then CBS shall have the right to terminate this Affiliation
Agreement, effective upon thirty (30) days' notice to Broadcaster.

(e) Station Acquisition by CBS.

In the event CBS or any direct or indirect subsidiary of CBS enters into any agreement to acquire
any significant ownership and/or controlling interest in any television broadcast station licensed to any
community within Affiliated Station's DMA, including, acquiring a television broadcast station's FCC
license, then CBS shall have the right, at any time after that agreement is made, to terminate this
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Affiliation Agreement upon not less than sixty (60) days' notice to Broadcaster, with such termination to
be effectiveas of the date designated by CBS in such notice.

(f) Termination in the Event of Bankruptcy.

CBS may terminate this Affiliation Agreement upon written notice to Broadcaster if: (i) a
petition in bankruptcy is filed by or on behalf of Broadcaster or Affiliated Station, or Broadcaster or
Affiliated Station otherwise takes advantage of any insolvency law, or an involuntary petition in
bankruptcy is filed against Broadcaster or Affiliated Station, or if a receiver or trustee of any of
Broadcaster's property is appointed at any time, (ii) Broadcaster or Affiliated Station makes any
assignment for the benefit of its creditors or an arrangement pursuant to any bankruptcy law, or (iii)
Broadcaster or Affiliated Station takes corporate action in furtherance ofany of the foregoing.

(g) Termination in the Event of Breach.

Each party, effective upon thirty (30) days' written notice (or ten (10) days' written notice in the
caseof a breach of the payment provisions by Broadcaster, as set forth in Paragraph 6 hereof) to the other,
may, in addition to its other rights herein, terminate this Affiliation Agreement if any material
representation, warranty or agreement of the other party contained in this Affiliation Agreement has been
breached and such breach of a material representation, warranty, or agreement is not cured within such
thirty (30) day period (or such ten (10) day period in the case of a breach of the payment provisions by
Broadcaster, as set forth in Paragraph 6 hereof).

6. Payments by Broadcaster.

Broadcaster shall pay to CBS the CBS Network Programming Fees, the Sports Programming
Fees, and the Thursday NFL Inventory Exchange Fees set forth on Exhibit F, which is incorporated into
this Affiliation Agreementby this reference. Broadcaster's timely paymentof the amountsdue underthis
Paragraph 6 is of the essence of this Affiliation Agreement.
7. Use ofNetwork Programs.

(a) General.

Except with the prior written consent of CBS, Broadcaster shall not sell any Network Program,
in whole or in part, or any time or Inventory therein, for sponsorship, or otherwise use Network
Programs except as specifically authorized in this Affiliation Agreement. Affiliated Station shall not
broadcast any commercial announcement or announcements during any interval, within a Network
Program, which is designated by CBS to Affiliated Station as being for the sole purpose of making a
station identification announcement. Broadcaster shall broadcast each Network Program in its entirety
(including, but not limited to, commercial announcements, billboards, credits, public service
announcements, promotional announcements and network identification), without interruption,
alteration, compression, deletion or addition of any kind, from the beginning of the Network Program
through the conclusion of that Network Program and any accompanying or interstitial material to the
start of the subsequent local break or commencement of the next program, in each instance as
designated by CBS. Affiliated Station shall downlink or otherwise obtain Network Programs only
from the Network Program feed provided by CBS that is designated by CBS for the time zone in
which the Affiliated Station is located and Affiliated Station shall not downlink or otherwise make any
use of any other Network Program feed without the express written consent of CBS, in its sole
discretion. Nothing herein shall be construed as preventing Broadcaster's deletion of (i) part of a
Network Program in order to broadcast an emergency announcement or news bulletin in compliance
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with applicable federal or state law; (ii) a promotional announcement for a Network Program not to
be broadcast over Affiliated Station (provided that Affiliated Station shall broadcast an alternative
promotional announcement fora Network Program to be broadcast by Affiliated Station in place of the
deleted promotional announcement); (iii) such words, phrases or scenes as Broadcaster, in the
reasonable exercise of its judgment, determines would not be in the public interest to broadcast over
Affiliated Station; provided, however, that Broadcaster shall not substitute for any material deleted
pursuant to this clause (iii) any commercial or promotional announcement of any kind whatsoever.
Broadcaster shall not, without CBS's prior written consent, authorize or permit any Network Program,
recording, or other material furnished by CBS to Broadcaster or Affiliated Station hereunder to be
recorded, duplicated, rebroadcast, retransmitted or otherwise used for any purpose whatsoever other
than broadcasting of such Network Programs by Affiliated Station as provided herein; except that
Broadcaster may assert a right to mandatory carriage of Affiliated Station's signal (including Network
Programs therein) by an MVPD, pursuant to the provisions of 47 USC§ 534 or 47 USC§ 338,
respectively, and may, to the extent permitted by Paragraph 7(d) hereof, grant consent to the
retransmission of such signal (including Network Programs therein) by an MVPD pursuant to the
provisions of Section 325(b) of the Communications Act.

(b) Clearance of Programs.

Subject to Section 73.658(e) of the FCC's rules (the "FCC's Right to Reject Rule"), and the
express provisions hereof, including, without limitation. Paragraph 8 hereof. Affiliated Station agrees to
provide full, in-pattem clearanceof all programs on the existing CBS Network program schedule (or
such programs' replacements or successors, as may be scheduled in the applicable CBS Network time
periods) in all day-parts, including all Program-Related Materials, in accordance with the foregoing and
the attached SCHEDULE A and the attached Exhibit G, which are incorporated into this Affiliation
Agreement by this reference subjectto any clearance exceptions set forth in SCHEDULE A and subject
to the Prime Time Preemption Cap and Weekend Sports Cap set forth in Exhibit G. For avoidance of
doubt,preemptions made pursuant to the FCC's Right to Reject Rule do not count against the PrimeTime
Preemption Cap or the Weekend Sports Cap. Broadcaster agrees to notify CBS of any deletion or
preemption of any NetworkProgram, whetherpermitted underthis Affiliation Agreement or otherwise, as
soon as Broadcaster is aware such deletion or preemption will occur and in any event. Broadcaster shall
notify CBS of every such preemption or deletion not later than seventy-two (72) hours prior to such
preemption deletion whenever possible, and not later than twenty-four (24) hours following such
preemption or deletion where prior notice could not be given by Broadcaster. Except for preemptions
made pursuant to the FCC's Right to Reject Rule, Affiliated Station shall not to preempt, downgrade,
delay or change time periods of any Network Programwithout the prior written consent of CBS. Further,
Affiliated Station shall make good in a mutually agreed upon time period all Prime Time preemptions
made for reasons other than Broadcaster's reasonable belief that the Network Program in question is
unsatisfactory, unsuitable or contrary to the public interest, within the meaning of the FCC's Right to
Reject Rule. Subject to the FCC's Right to Reject Rule, Broadcaster agrees that it will not unreasonably
preempt Network Program (e.g., preempt Network Program for paid programming) and that Broadcaster
shall not preempt any first-run, non-repeat Network Program, including any Network Program scheduled
for a series premiere and/or season premiere, nor shall Broadcaster preempt any programming during the
same time period for the immediately preceding week.

(c) Reports.

Broadcaster shall submit to CBS in the manner requested by CBS such reports as CBS may
reasonably request concerning the broadcasting ofNetwork Programs by Affiliated Station.

(d) Retransmission Consent.
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(i) Conditionsfor Grant. As part of the grant of retransmissionconsent for its entire
program schedule (with such deletions as may be required by FCC rules) to an MVPD pursuant to the
provisions of Section 325(b) of the Communications Act (hereafter "retransmission consent"),
Broadcaster may authorize the retransmission ofNetwork Programs by an MVPD via Traditional MVPD
Platforms (which, for purposes of clarification, do not include platforms or video service infrastructures
that are reliant on a consumer having access to the Internet or any high speed data service),
simultaneously with the Traditional Television broadcast of such Network Programs by Affiliated Station
on a single channel dedicated solely to the full-time retransmission of Affiliated Station's program stream
containing all CBS Network programming, solely to television households located within (1) a
community wholly located within Affiliated Station's DMA or (2) Monongalia County, West Virginia
as served by an MVPD via a Traditional MVPD Platform as of the date of this Affiliation Agreement.
Broadcaster shall not extend the term of, or otherwise replace or renew, any other retransmission consent
agreement to the extent it authorizes retransmission of CBS Network Programs outside of Affiliated
Station's DMA, which such Out-of-Market retransmission shall no longer be authorized, and which
Broadcaster shall not permit, after the expiration or earlier termination (without extension, replacement,
or renewal) ofeach such retransmission consent agreement.

Notwithstanding the foregoing in the event that Broadcaster replaces, amends, renews,
extends, or otherwise modifies an existing retransmission consent agreement with regard to Out-of-
Market carriage by an MVPD system in Monongalia County after the date of this Affiliation Agreement:
(i) Broadcaster will not authorize MVPDs to retransmit any Network Programs via Affiliated Station's
signal to any Out-of-Market systems that are not carrying such program streams as of the date on which
the retransmission consent agreement with such MVPD in effect as of the execution date of this
Affiliation Agreement expires, is terminated, or is renewed or extended; (ii) Broadcaster shall provide that
if such MVPD subsequently discontinues authorized retransmission of Affiliated Station's signal
containing the Network Programs on such Out-of-Market system, other than in connection with a carriage
dispute affecting Affiliated Station's carriage by such MVPD generally, then any resumption of the
retransmission of Network Programs as included within Affiliated Stations signal on such Out-of-Market
system shall require CBS's prior written consent, which consent shall be granted in CBS's sole discretion;
and (iii) retransmission on such Out-of-Market systems shall be conditioned on the simultaneous
retransmission by such MVPD of the broadcast signal of the home market television broadcast station
affiliate of the CBS Television Network on such systems in the corresponding format (i.e., standard-
definition format or high-definition format, as applicable) by the applicable MVPD Traditional Platform
(which, for purposes of clarification, does not include platforms or video service infrastructures that are
reliant on a consumer having access to the Internet or any high-speed data service) pursuant to a valid and
binding retransmission consent agreement between such MVPD and such in-market television broadcast
station affiliate of the CBS Network or pursuant to an election of must-carry status by the in-market
television station affiliate of the CBS Television Network. Where retransmission to Out-of-Market
television households is authorized pursuant to the terms herein, it shall not be required. Broadcaster
shall notify CBS ofany retransmissionconsent agreement with an MVPD that is reasonably anticipatedto
be terminated(by either party), and/or is expiring by its terms, reasonably in advance, but in no event less
than 30 days from the effective date of such termination and/or expiration.

Any consent granted by Broadcaster to any MVPD authorizing the retransmission of Network
Programs by such MVPD shall be conditioned upon that MVPD's agreement to take and/or perform all
actions through the Term of this Affiliation Agreement that such MVPD is or would odierwise be
required to take pursuant to Sections 76.92-95 and 76.101-106 of the FCC's rules (the "Cable Network
Non-Duplication and Syndicated Exclusivity Rules"), and Sections 76.120 and 76.122-124 of the FCC's
rules (the "Satellite Network Non-Duplication and Syndicated Exclusivity Rules"), as each such rule
existed on the first day of the Term of this Affiliation Agreement, regardless of whether such rule, as
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applicable, is subsequently narrowed or repealed.

(ii) In-Home Retransmission.

(1) Non-Nielsen-Measured Authorized Devices. To the extent that
Broadcaster grants consent to the retransmission of Affiliated Station's
signal by an MVPD in accordance with the terms and conditions
herein, and such MVPD is retransmitting Affiliated Station's signal in
accordance with the terms and conditions of such retransmission

consent agreement. Broadcaster shall have the right, subject to the
terms and conditions of this Affiliation Agreement, including, without
limitation, those contained in SCHEDULE D hereto, which is
incorporated into this Affiliation Agreement by this reference, to
authorize such MVPD to simultaneously retransmit the Network
Programs, in their entirety, as included within Affiliated Station's
signal via In-Home Retransmission (as defined in Section 1(c) of
SCHEDULE D) to residential subscribers of such MVPD then
receiving Affiliated Station's signal via such MVPD's Traditional
MVPD Platform (which, for purposes of clarification, do not include
platforms or video service infrastructures that are reliant on a consumer
having access to the Internet or any high speed data service); provided,
however, that until the In-Home Retransmission of Affiliated Station's
signal on a given Authorized Device (as defined in Section 1(a) of
SCHEDULE D) is Nielsen-measured, Broadcaster shall not
authorize or permit the retransmission of Network Programs on such
Authorized Device unless such MVPD is providing In-Home
Retransmission on such Authorized Device for all video programming
content included within the program streams of the "Other Big Four
Networks" (i.e., ABC, NBC and Fox) on all in-market station affiliates
of such Other Big Four Networks in Affiliated Station's DMA.

(2) Nielsen-Measured Authorized Devices. Broadcaster shall ensure that at
such time as the In-Home Retransmission of Affiliated Station is able

to be Nielsen-measured on an Authorized Device, then to the extent
that an MVPD is authorized to retransmit, and retransmits. Affiliated
Station's signal to its residential subscribers in accordance with the
terms of Broadcaster's agreement with such MVPD, such MVPD shall
also retransmit the Network Programs to such residential subscribers
then receiving Affiliated Station's signal via such MVPD's Traditional
MVPD Platform (which, for purposes of clarification, do not include
platforms or video service infi*astructures that are reliant on a consumer
having access to the Intemet or any high speed data service) on such
Authorized Device (and, for the avoidance of doubt, provide Nielsen
measurement of such Network Programs viewed on such Authorized
Device) if such MVPD is providing In-Home Retransmission of any
other programming provider's signal or service on such Authorized
Device.

(iii) Authenticated Out-of-Home Linear Distribution. In the event that CBS has a
then-current agreement with an MVPD that allows that MVPD, in connection with its retransmission of
Network Programs via Traditional MVPD Platforms (which, for purposes of clarification, do not include
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platforms or video service infrastructures that are reliant on a consumer having access to the Internet or
any high speed data service), to offer the simultaneous (i.e., live), linear authenticated out of home
distribution ("Authenticated Out-of-Home Linear Distribution") of the program stream affiliated with the
CBS Television Network contained in the broadcast signal of a television station that is owned or
controlled, directly or indirectly, by CBS (a "CBS O&O Station), then Broadcaster shall have the right,
subject to the terms and conditions of this Affiliation Agreement and any underlying rights agreements
between CBS and third parties, to offer such MVPD (in connection with its retransmission of Affiliated
Station's signal via Traditional MVPD Platforms (which, for purposes of clarification, do not include
platforms or video service infi^tructures that are reliant on a consumer having access to the Internet or
any high speed data service)) the right to distribute the Network Programs, in their entirety, as part of
such MYPD's Authenticated Out-of-Home Linear Distribution of substantially all of Affiliated Station's
program stream affiliated with the CBS Television Network contained in the broadcast signal to that
MYPD's subscribers then-located within the Affiliated Station's DMA on the same non-economic terms

and conditions, including, without limitation, authenticated distribution technologies and user
authentication solutions, that CBS has negotiated with such MYPD for such CBS O&O Station(s), as
determined in each instance by CBS. Broadcaster's right to authorize such Authenticated Out-of-Home
Linear Distribution by an MYPD shall also be subject to Broadcaster requiring that such MYPD
authenticate all users to any CBS-designated portal, whether CBS owned or controlled, or third-party
owned or controlled. Broadcaster shall not permit authentication, or itself authenticate, to any other portal
for Authenticated Out-of-Home Linear Distribution pursuant to this Paragraph 7(d)(iii) without CBS's
prior written consent.

(iv) Over-The-Top Distribution by MVPDs. In the event that CBS has a then-current
agreement with an MYPD that allows that MYPD to retransmit the program stream affiliated with the
CBS Television Network contained in the broadcast signal of a television station that is owned or
controlled, directly or indirectly, by CBS, on a live, linear basis through a mobile, wireless or online
multichannel video service platform other than a platform authorized by CBS pursuant to subparagraphs
7(d)(ii) or 7(d)(iii) (an "MWO Platform" and such distribution, "MYPD OTT Distribution"), then
Broadcaster shall have the right, subject to the terms and conditions of this Affiliation Agreement and any
underlying rights agreements between CBS and third parties, to offer such MYPD the right to
simultaneously retransmit, via MYPD OTT Distribution, the Network Programs, in their entirety, as part
of such MYPD's simultaneous (i.e., live), linear distribution of substantially all of Affiliated Station's
program stream affiliated with the CBS Television Network contained in the broadcast signal on such
MWO MYPD Platform to subscribers of that MWO Platform then-located within the Affiliated Station's

DMA on the same non-economic terms and conditions, including, without limitation, distribution
technologies, that CBS has negotiated with such MYPD for such CBS O&O Station for that MWO
Platform, as determined in each instance by CBS.

(v) Breach by MVPD. In the event that Broadcaster becomes aware that an
MYPD is retransmitting Network Programs via In-Home Retransmission, Authenticated Out-of-Home
Linear Distribution or MYPD OTT Distribution, either (i) absent a written agreement with Broadcaster
(in the form ofSCHEDULE D as to In-Home Retransmission) or (ii) if a written agreement is in effect
between such MYPD and Broadcaster, in a manner that is inconsistent with, or in violation of, the
terms and conditions of this Affiliation Agreement (including, without limitation those terms and
conditions contained in SCHEDULE D with regard to In-Home Retransmission) then Broadcaster shall
provide immediate written notice of such distribution to CBS and shall cause such MYPD to
immediately cease such distribution.

(vi) Channel Position. Broadcaster shall require that the retransmission of Network
Programs included within Affiliated Station's signal, whether in standard-definition format or high-
definition format, by an MYPD: (1) include all Program-Related Material, (2) appear to the viewer
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on the current channel placement in such MVPD's systems as exists as of the date of this Affiliation
Agreement, which shall be in the szune general neighborhood as the television broadcast signals (in
standard-definition format and high-definition format, as applicable) of the in-market station affiliates
of the Other Big Four Networks retransmitted by such MVPD, or on such more favorable channel
position as may otherwise be mutually agreed upon by MVPD and Broadcaster in writing, (3) be
included in the package or tier of service such that Affiliated Station's signal, including the Network
Programs, are received by all subscribers to such MVPD's video programming services and (4) with
respect to any non-numerical guides, be listed in the same neighborhood as, and in a non-
discriminatory manner vis-a-vis, in-market station affiliates of the Other Big Four Networks (in
standard-definition format and high-definition format, as applicable) retransmitted by the Traditional
MVPD Platform (which, for purposes of clarification, do not include platforms or video service
infrastructures that are reliant on a consumer having access to the Internet or any high speed data
service).

(vii) No Alteration; Overlays and Squeezebacks. To the extent Broadcaster grants
consent to the retransmission of Network Programs as included in Affiliated Station's signal by an
MVPD, Broadcaster shall require that such MVPD simultaneously retransmit Affiliated Station's signal,
in its entirety, without delay, interruption, addition, deletion or alteration (except for deletions of
particular programming required by the Cable Network Non-Duplication and Syndicated Exclusivity
Rules, the Satellite Network Non-Duplication and Syndicated Exclusivity Rules, the Cable Sports
Blackout Rule and the Satellite Sports Blackout Rule). Without limiting the foregoing, except as
required by applicable law, rule or regulation. Broadcaster shall prohibit such MVPD from
implementing, enabling or authorizing any overlay or squeeze back functionality with respect to
Network Programs: (1) that is not subscriber-initiated; (2) that contains advertising or promotional
content; (3) that is triggered by the viewing of a Network Program, or the Network Program itself, or
any advertisers or talent included therein, other than purely informational subscriber-initiated
functionalities that do not include advertising or promotional content; or (4) that is not applied
uniformly to all video programming services of such MVPD, as applicable.

(viii) Search Functionality. To the extent an MVPD to which Broadcaster has
granted retransmission consent offers or provides search functionality for the video programming
made available to its subscribers. Broadcaster shall ensure that with respect to the use or availability of
such search functionality: (1) such search functionality shall be subscriber-initiated only; (2) the
results of such search functionality shall be based on objective, content-neutral criteria and software
algorithms (e.g., such criteria and algorithms shall not favor or prioritize any network or programmer);
and (3) such search functionality shall comply with Paragraph 7(d)(vii) above ("No Alteration;
Overlays and Squeezebacks").

(ix) Unauthorized Use.

(1) Private. In-Home Viewing Onlv. Notwithstanding anything to the
contrary in this Affiliation Agreement, other than as an express grant of
authorization by CBS pursuant to Paragraphs 7(d)(iii) and 7(d)(iv) above.
Broadcaster shall only authorize the retransmission ofNetwork Programs
via Affiliated Station's signal to MVPD subscribers via Traditional
MVPD Platforms (which, for purposes of clarification, do not include
platforms or video service infrastructures that are reliant on a consumer
having access to the Internet or any high speed data service) solely for
their private in-home viewing, or viewing on commercial premises when
no separate charge is made for admission (other than a cover charge
made for live entertainment), and, except as expressly authorized by CBS
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pursuant to Paragraph 7(d)(ii) above and SCHEDULE D ("In-Home
Retransmission Terms and Conditions"), solely on Television
Receivers (as defined in SCHEDULE D).

(2) Unauthorized Cooving. Broadcaster shall not authorize, cause or allow a
third party, including, without limitation, any MVPD, for pay or
otherwise, to record, copy, duplicate, or retransmit any Network
Program, without the prior written consent of CBS. Should Broadcaster
become aware of any third party's performing any unauthorized
recording, copying, duplication or retransmission of any Network
Program transmitted via Affiliated Station's signal, other than for private
in-home use. Broadcaster shall give prompt written notice thereof to
CBS.

(3) Broadcaster shall prohibit MVPDs from authorizing, enabling, causing or
facilitating the downloading, sideloading, uploading, transfer, copying,
recording or storage of any Network Programs retransmitted via
Affiliated Station's signal on or to the Internet (except on or to the
Internet by an express grant of authorization by CBS pursuant to
Paragraph 7(d)(iii) or Paragraph 7(d)(iv) above) or any device or
technology located at any receive center, system headend, local, regional
or other data center, or other centralized location (e.g.,
network/headend/cloud DVR) or on any portable viewing device (except
on or to the Internet by an express grant of authorization by CBS
pursuant to Paragraph 7(d)(iii) or Paragraph 7(d)(iv) above). In addition.
Broadcaster shall prohibit MVPDs from: (i) authorizing, enabling,
causing, facilitating or deploying any device, technology or service,
whether in a Set-Top Box, at a system's head-end, or otherwise, or
transmit to its subscribers any signal or data, that would allow
subscribers to skip or delete, automatically or otherwise, on a recorded
program or otherwise, commercial advertising or other non-program
material included in a Network Program retransmitted via Affiliated
Station's signal; or (ii) promoting, advertising or instructing subscribers
in the use of any technology enabling subscribers in specific increments
of time (e.g., 30 seconds, 45 seconds, 60 seconds), to fast forward
through commercial advertising or other non-program material.

(x) Obligations. Broadcaster shall not be required to impose any obligation on any
MVPD pursuant to Paragraph 7(d) of this Affiliation Agreement unless and until Broadcaster enters into a
new agreement or the renewal of an existing agreement, whether oral or written, express or implied, in
any case, the negotiations of which commenced subsequent to the execution date of this Affiliation
Agreement, with such MVPD whereby Broadcaster grants such MVPD the right, or extends or renews an
existing right, to retransmit the broadcast signal of Affiliated Station, provided however, that Broadcaster
shall not take any action, or fail to take any action, by omission or otherwise, that would circumvent the
intent of this section.

(xi) Copyrights. Neither this Affiliation Agreement nor any grant by Broadcaster of
retransmission consent conveys any license or sublicense in or to the copyrights of Network Programs
and CBS shall in no way be a party to or incur any duty or other obligation in connection with any
retransmission consent granted by Broadcaster.
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8. Rejection, Refusal, Substitution and Cancellation ofNetwork Programs.

(a) Rights of Broadcaster and CBS.

With respectto Network Programs, nothing in this Affiliation Agreement shall be construed to
prevent or hinder:

(i) Broadcaster from rejecting or refusing any such Network Program which
Broadcaster reasonably believes to be unsatisfactory or unsuitable or contrary to the public interest, or
from substitutinga program which, in Broadcaster's opinion, is of greater local or national importance;or

(ii) CBS from substituting one or more Network Programs, in which event CBS
shall deliver such substituted program or programs to Broadcaster pursuant to the provisions of Paragraph
2 hereof; or

(iii) CBS from canceling or ceasing to offer one or more Network Programs.

(b) Notice.

In the event of any such rejection, refusal, substitution or cancellation by either party hereto, such
party shall, in addition to the notice provided for in Paragraph 17(g) of this Affiliation Agreement, notify
the other party thereof as soon as practicable by facsimile or electronic mail at such telephone number(s)
or electronic mail addresses as may be designated by a party from time to time.

9. Disclosure of Information.

In connection with furnishing any Network Program, CBS shall endeavor in good faith to
disclose to Broadcaster information of which CBS has knowledge concerning the inclusion of any matter
in such Network Program for which any money, service or other valuable consideration is directly or
indirectly paid or promised to, or charged or accepted by, CBS or any employee of CBS or any other
person with whom CBS deals in connection with the production or preparation of such Network Program.
As used in this Paragraph 9, the term "service or other valuable consideration" shall not include any
service or property fumished without charge or at a nominal charge for use in, or in connection with, any
Network Program "unless it is so fumished in consideration for an identification in a broadcast of any
person, product, service, trademark, or brand name beyond an identification which is reasonably related to
the use of such service or property on the broadcast," as such words are used in Section 317 of the
Communications Act of 1934 as amended. The provisions of this Paragraph 9 requiring the disclosure of
information shall not apply in any case where, because of a waiver granted by the Federal
Communications Commission, an announcement is not required to be made under said Section 317. The
inclusion in any such Network Program of an announcement required by said Section 317 shall constitute
the disclosure to Broadcaster required by this Paragraph 9.

10. News.

(a) Newspath.

Broadcaster hereby agrees, throughout the Term of this Affiliation Agreement, to fully
participate in the CBS Newspath Affiliate News Service and any successor thereto ("CBS Newspath")
pursuant to the terms of this Affiliation Agreement, including the CBS Newspath Participation
Agreement attached hereto as SCHEDULE C, and incorporated into this Affiliation Agreement by
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this reference, regardless of whether Affiliated Station produces local news broadcast(s).

(b) Local News Broadcasts.

Broadcaster shall, throughout the Term, broadcast on Affiliated Station's Primary
Programming Stream at least the same number of hours of local news (which shall be produced by
Affiliated Station or a person or entity directly or indirectly Controlling, or Controlled by, or under
common Control with Broadcaster) as it is broadcasting as of the execution date of this Affiliation
Agreement. Broadcaster shall make available, on request by CBS News, coverage produced by
Affiliated Station of news stories and breaking news events of national and/or regional interest, to
CBS News and to CBS Newspath.

11. Non-Duplication ofNetwork Programs.

(a) For purposes of this Paragraph 11, a television station's "Network Exclusivity Zone"
shall mean the zone within thirty-five (35) miles of the station's reference points, or, in the case of a
"small market television station," as defined in Section 76.92 of the FCC rules, the zone within 55
miles of said reference points; provided, however, that in no case shall the "Network Exclusivity Zone"
include an area within the DMA, as most recently determined by Nielsen Media Research, of a CBS-
owned or controlled station or another Network-Affiliated Station. A station's "reference points" for
purposes of this paragraph shall be as defined in Section 73.658(m) of the FCC rules, and shall be
deemed to include, with respect to a station in a hyphenated market, the reference points of each
named community in that market.

(b) Broadcaster shall be entitled to exercise, within Affiliated Station's Network Exclusivity
Zone, the protection against duplication of network programming, as provided by Sections 76.92
through 76.95 and Sections 76.120 through 76.122 of the FCC's rules, with respect to a Network
Program during the period beginning one (1) day before and ending seven (7) days after the delivery
of such Network Program by CBS to Broadcaster; provided, however, that such right shall apply only
to Network Programs broadcast in the live time period as offered or on no more than a one (1) day
delay as accepted by CBS; and provided further that nothing herein shall be deemed to preclude CBS
from granting to any other television broadcast station licensed to any other community similar
network non-duplication rights within that station's Network Exclusivity Zone, and Broadcaster's
aforesaid right of network non-duplication shall not apply with respect to the transmission of the
programs of another CBS Network station (current or future) by a "community unit," as that term is
defined by the rules of the FCC, located (wholly or partially) within the area in which Broadcaster's
Network Exclusivity Zone overlaps the Network Exclusivity Zone of that other CBS Network station.

(c) Without limitation of its other remedies hereunder, in the event of a material breach of
this Affiliation Agreement by Broadcaster, CBS may on sixty (60) days' prior written notice revoke
Broadcaster's right under this Paragraph 11 to exercise protection against the duplication of network
programming under the above referenced rules of the FCC.

12. Assignment, Conveyance and Conditions for Use of Distribution Receive Equipment.

(a) For value received, CBS hereby conveys, transfers, and assigns to Broadcaster, all of
its rights, title and interest in and to the tangible personal property consisting of certain distribution
receive equipment and associated control equipment ("Distribution Receive Equipment"), provided that
Broadcaster may not assign its rights in such Distribution Receive Equipment to any party without
CBS's prior written approval.
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(b) Broadcaster shall use the Distribution Receive Equipment solely in connection with the
television broadcast rights granted and specified in this Affiliation Agreement.

(c) CBS makes no warranties whatsoever, either express or implied, in respect of the
Distribution Receive Equipment, including, but not limited to, any warranties of merchantability or
fitness for a particular purpose.

(d) Broadcaster shall be solely responsible for any and all installation and other related
costs or charges in connection with the use and installation of the Distribution Receive Equipment.
Broadcaster shall at all times use and maintain the Distribution Receive Equipment as instructed by
CBS and the manufacturer and shall use its best efforts to assure that the Distribution Receive

Equipment is kept in good condition and that no tampering with the Distribution Receive Equipment or
other breach of security, as defined in Paragraph 12(g) below, occurs. Broadcaster shall promptly notify
the CBS Satellite Management Center by telephone of any defect or failure in the operation of the
Distribution Receive Equipment and shall follow such procedures as are established by CBS for the
replacement or repair of the Distribution Receive Equipment. CBS shall be responsible for the cost of
correcting any defect or of rectifying any failure of the Distribution Receive Equipment to operate
during the Term of the Agreement, provided that Broadcaster shall be responsible for any costs
associated with its failure to follow the prescribed procedures or that result from its negligent acts or
omissions, or negligent acts or omissions of its employees, contractors, or subcontractors.

(e) In addition to its rights under this Paragraph 12 of the Agreement, CBS will not be
liable for any damages resulting from the Distribution Receive Equipment, including operation of the
Distribution Receive Equipment or from the failure of the Distribution Receive Equipment to function
properly or, any loss, cost or damage to Broadcaster or others arising from defects or non-
performance of the Distribution Receive Equipment.

(f) If Broadcaster makes any use of the Distribution Receive Equipment in violation of
the terms and conditions of this Affiliation Agreement, said use shall be a material breach of this
Affiliation Agreement.

(g) Should Broadcaster's willful acts or negligence result in any breach in the security of
the Distribution Receive Equipment covered by this Affiliation Agreement, such breach of security
shall be a material breach of this Affiliation Agreement. Breach of security shall include but not be
limited to any theft of all or part of the Distribution Receive Equipment, any unauthorized
reproduction of all or part of the Distribution Receive Equipment, any unauthorized reproduction of
the code involved in descrambling the network feed from CBS to Broadcaster, or any related
misappropriation of the physical property or intellectual property contained in the Distribution Receive
Equipment.

13. Indemnification; Limitation on Liability.

(a) CBS will indemnify Broadcaster, its subsidiaries and affiliates and each of their
respective officers, directors, agents and employees, successors and assigns from and against any and
all third-party claims made against Broadcaster resulting in damages, liabilities, costs and expenses,
including reasonable outside counsel fees, and arising out of (i) the broadcast, pursuant to the terms of
this Affiliation Agreement, of Network Programs as furnished by CBS without any deletions, additions
or modifications by Broadcaster, but solely to the extent that such third-party claims, damages,
liabilities, costs and expenses are based upon alleged libel, slander, defamation, invasion of the right
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of privacy, or violation or infringement of copyright or literary or dramatic rights; and/or (ii) a
material breach by CBS of any of CBS's representations, warranties, agreements, covenants or
obligations herein.

(b) Broadcaster and Affiliated Station will indemnify CBS, its subsidiaries and affiliates
and each of their respective officers, directors, agents and employees, successors and assigns from
and against any and all third-party claims made against CBS resulting in damages, liabilities, costs
and expenses, including reasonable outside counsel fees, and arising out of (i) Affiliated Station's
broadcast of any material not provided by CBS to Broadcaster in accordance with this Affiliation
Agreement, but solely to the extent such third party-claims are based upon alleged libel, slander,
defamation, invasion of the right of privacy, or violation or infringement of copyright or literary or
dramatic rights; (ii) any deletions, additions or modifications by Broadcaster and^r Affiliated Station
to any Network Program or to any other materials provided by CBS to Affiliated Station; (iii) the use of
the Mark (as defined in SCHEDULE B) by Broadcaster and/or Affiliated Station in a manner that is
not authorized by, or is inconsistent with, the provisions of the Service Mark License Agreement
between CBS and Broadcaster, substantially in the form of SCHEDULE B; and (iv) a material
breach by Broadcaster and/or Affiliated Station of any of Broadcaster's or Affiliated Station's
representations, warranties, agreements, covenants or obligations herein.

(c) An indemnified party shall give the indemnifying party prompt notice of any claim or
litigation for which it seeks indemnification; it being agreed that the indemnifying party shall have the
right to assume the defense of any or all claims or litigation to which its indemnity applies and that
the indemnified party will cooperate fully with the indemnifying party in such defense and in the
settlement of such claim or litigation. To the extent an indemnifying party assumes the defense of
any claim or litigation in accordance with the foregoing, if any indemnified person hereunder wishes to
continue to be represented in such action, suit, proceeding or investigation by its own counsel, such
indemnified person will bear any expenses associated with such continued representation that arise
from the point in time in which the indemnifying party assumed the defense thereof. The
indemnifying party shall not settle any claim or litigation on behalf of the indemnified party without the
indemnified party's prior written consent, which shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed.
Except as herein provided to the contrary, neither Broadcaster nor CBS shall have any rights against
the other party hereto for claims by third persons for the non-operation of facilities or the non-
furnishing of Network Programs for broadcasting if such non-operation or non-furnishing is due to
failure of equipment, action or claims by any third person, labor dispute or any cause beyond such
party's reasonable control.

(d) Neither party shall, for any reason or under any legal theory, be liable to the other
party or any third party for any special, indirect, incidental or consequential damages or for loss of
profits, revenues, data or services, regardless of whether such damages or loss was foreseeable or
regardless of whether it was informed or had direct or implied knowledge of the possibility of such
damages or loss in advance.

14. Confidentiality.

The terms of this Affiliation Agreement, and any discussions related thereto, will not be disclosed
by CBS or Broadcaster to any third party other than to any person or entity directly or indirectly
Controlling, or Controlled by, or under common Control with CBS or Broadcaster, as applicable, and any
officers, directors, employees, accountants, attorneys, consultants, financial advisors and lenders
("Representatives") of such person or entity or of CBS or Broadcaster, as applicable, and their existing
and potential bona fide third-party financial investors or potential bona fide purchasers of Affiliated
Station or Broadcaster. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the following shall not constitute a violation of
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this provision:

(a) the filing of this Affiliation Agreement with the FCC by Broadcaster in accordance
with Section 73.3613 of the FCC's rules (47 CFR § 73.3613) or other express FCC requirement,
provided that, unless otherwise expressly directed by the FCC, Broadcaster shall redact proprietary
information and the material terms of this Affiliation Agreement, including the Term of this Affiliation
Agreement and any specific amounts to be paid by Broadcaster hereunder, including, without
limitation, any amounts paid pursuant to Paragraph 6 hereof.

(b) such disclosure as is, in the written opinion of outside counsel, required by law,
including, without limitation, to the extent necessary to comply with (i) Securities and Exchange
Commission, or similar disclosure requirements or (ii) the valid order of an administrative agency or a
court of competent jurisdiction, provided that in the case of subparagraphs (i) and (ii) the disclosing
party notifies the other party in writing as promptly as practicable of any such disclosure
requirements, or any order, demand, motion, petition or application seeking such disclosure (and, in all
cases, prior to making such disclosure) and, solely with respect to subparagraph (ii), the disclosing
party contests such disclosure and seeks confidential treatment of such information to the extent that it
is disclosed; and

(c) such disclosure as is necessary to enforce rights pursuant to this Affiliation Agreement,
provided that the disclosing party seeks confidential treatment of any information to be disclosed.

Any press release regarding the terms of this negotiation or Agreement, shall be made jointly by the
parties. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the foregoing, nothing herein shall be construed
to prevent CBS, consistent with its duties and status as a publicly-traded company, from generically
discussing, or making announcements concerning, its negotiations with Network-Affiliated Station
Licensees or for Network-Affiliated Stations, including, without limitation. Broadcaster and/or
Affiliated Station.

15. CBS Service Mark Agreement.

Broadcaster will execute and abide by the standard CBS Service Mark License Agreement,
attached hereto as SCHEDULE B, which specifies acceptable ways Affiliated Station may utilize the
CBS Eye Service Mark, and which is incorporated into this Affiliation Agreement by this reference.

16. Incentive Auction.

If, in connection with the FCC's proposed broadcast television spectrum incentive auction (the
"Incentive Auction") Broadcaster and/or Affiliated Station surrenders some or all of the spectrum
associated with Affiliated Station and as a result will no longer be able to broadcast the Network
Programs via the Affiliated Station in accordance with the terms ofthis Affiliation Agreement, including,
without limitation, the technical distribution requirements set forth in paragraph 2(b) herein, then CBS
and/or Broadcaster may elect to terminate the Affiliation Agreement and Broadcaster shall pay to CBS, as
liquidated damages, for the remainder of the Term, a monthly amount equal to the monthly CBS Network
Programming Fees and Sports Programming Fee that would otherwise have been paid by Broadcaster to
CBS pursuant to Exhibit F, which such fees are anticipated to approximate the damages that CBS would
suffer as a result from, among other things, CBS's loss of license fees as set forth in this Affiliation
Agreement, losses in ad sales, losses in viewership of the CBS Network, the costs associated with
securing another affiliate in Affiliated Station's market and reputational damages to CBS and the CBS
Network; provided that the payment ofany such outstanding CBS Network Programming Fees and Sports
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Programming Fee shall be offset by any programming fees or sports programming fee received by CBS,
if any, from any replacement CBS affiliate station that enters into a written agreement with CBS to
broadcast Network Programs within Affiliated Station's DMA. The parties agree that: (i) quantifying
CBS's harm and losses arising from a decision by Broadcaster to relinquish Affiliated Station's spectrum
as part of the Incentive Auction is inherently difficult insofar as such an election would impact the
viewership and reputation of CBS and the CBS Network and it is unclear that CBS could locate another
full power television station in Affiliated Station's market with which to affiliate; and (ii) the agreed upon
sum is not a penalty, but rather a fair, equitable, and reasonable measure of damages, based upon the
parties' experience in the broadcast television industry and given the nature of the losses that may result
from such a decision.

17. General.

(a) As of the beginning of the Term hereof, this Affiliation Agreement takes the place of,
and is substituted for, any and all existing television affiliation agreements heretofore existing between
Broadcaster and CBS concerning Affiliated Station, including, without limitation, the Sports & Inventory
Agreement effective as of September I, 2014, subject only to the fulfillment of any obligations, including
without limitation the payment of money, incurred, but not discharged, during the term of any previous
agreement, or relating to events occurring prior to the beginning of the Term hereof. This Affiliation
Agreement may be modified only by a written instrument executed by both pzirties and no waiver by
either Broadcaster or CBS of any breach of any provision hereof shall be or be deemed to be a waiver of
any preceding or subsequent breach of the same or any other provision of this Affiliation Agreement.

(b) The obligations of Broadcaster and CBS under this Affiliation Agreement are subject
to all applicable federal, state and local law, rules and regulations (including but not limited to the
Communications Act of 1934 as amended and the Rules and Regulations of the Federal
Communications Commission) and this Affiliation Agreement and all matters or issues collateral
thereto shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the internal laws of the State of New
York applicable to contracts performed entirely therein and without reference to its conflict or choice
of law provisions. Any actions arising out of this Affiliation Agreement will be brought exclusively
in the state or federal courts located in the State of New York, New York County, and the parties
irrevocably submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of such court and agree not to plead to the contrary.

(c) All other rights not specifically granted herein, including, but not limited to, those
regarding the Network Programs, are reserved to CBS and not to Broadcaster.

(d) Neither Broadcaster nor CBS shall be or be deemed to be or hold itself out as the
agent of the other under this Affiliation Agreement, and nothing contained in this Affiliation
Agreement shall create any partnership, association, joint venture, fiduciary or agency relationship
between CBS and Broadcaster.

(e) Broadcaster acknowledges that its rights (and Affiliated Station's rights) hereunder
will be subject to and must be exercised consistent with the rights conveyed to CBS by the NFL,
NCAA, PGA, SEC or any other licensor of programming delivered hereunder, as those rights may be
conditioned, limited or restricted.

(f) If any provision of this Affiliation Agreement, as applied to either CBS or Broadcaster
or any circumstances, is found to be against public policy or otherwise void or unenforceable, or in
conflict with any applicable federal, state or local law, rule or regulation (including, without, limitation,
any rule or regulation of the FCC) (a "Void Provision"), then commencing within ten (10) days
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following such finding, CBS and Broadcaster shall negotiate in good faith for a period of thirty (30)
calendar days regarding a provision to replace the Void Provision, which provision shall materially
meet the intent of the parties as set forth in the Void Provision and essentially preserve the benefits
provided by this Affiliation Agreement to both parties. If the parties are unable to mutually agree on
such a replacement provision for any reason whatsoever, including, without limitation, due to any
constraints imposed by any law, rule or regulation, then either party shall have the right to terminate
this AffiliationAgreement at any time on six (6) months prior written notice.

(g) Unless specified otherwise, all notices given hereunder shall be given in writing to
the addresses set forth below and shall be deemed given when (i) personally delivered, (ii) if mailed
by certified or registered mail, return receipt requested, five (5) days after the notice is deposited in
the United States Mail postage prepaid, or (iii) if sent by overnight courier or express overnight mail
service, on the business day following delivery of the notice to the overnight delivery service. All
notices shall be sent to the respective addresses of Broadcaster and CBS set forth below, unless
either party at any time or times during the Term designates another address for itself by notifying
the other party thereof, in accordance herewith, in whichcase all notices to such party shall thereafter
be given at such designated address.

If to CBS: Attn: President, CBS Affiliate Relations
CBS Corporation
4024 Radford Avenue

Studio City, CA 91604

with a copy to: Executive Vice President and General Counsel
CBS Television

4024 Radford Avenue

Studio City, CA 91604

If to Broadcaster:

(h) The titles of the paragraphs in this Affiliation Agreement are for convenience only and
shall not in any way affect the interpretation of this Affiliation Agreement.

(i) CBS and Broadcaster hereby waive the application of any law, regulation, holding or
rule of construction against the party drafting this Affiliation Agreement or provision hereof.

(j) This Affiliation Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which shall be
deemed to be an original, but all of which taken together, shall constitute one and the same agreement.

[Remainder ofPage Intentionally Blank]
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[Ajfiliation Agreement SignaturePagefor WDTV(TV)]

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Affiliation Agreement
ais of the date first above written.

WITHERS BROADCASTING COMPANY

OF WEST VIRGINIA

By:

Name: / W1 Csf^z/0
Title:

CBS AFFILIATE RELATIONS

A Unit of CBS Corporation

By:.
I Uucaaa, a

Elizabeth Tumulty
President
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SCHEDULE A

Regularly Scheduled CBS Programming on WDTV Weston, WV

(All times Eastern Time Zone)

Monday-Friday
CBS Morning News
CBS This Morning
Price is Right
Young & Restless
Bold & Beautiful

The Talk

Let's Make a Deal

CBS Evening News
Prime Time

Late Show

Late Late Show

Up to the Minute

Saturday
Children's Programming
CBS This Morning: Saturday
Children's Programming
CBS Evening News (Sat)
Prime Time

Sunday
CBS Sunday Morning
Face the Nation-1

Face the Nation-2

CBS Evening News (Sun)
Prime Time

5:00-5:30am

7:00-9:00am

11:00am-12:00pm
12:30-1:30pm
1:30-2:00pm
2:00-3:00pm
3:00-4:00pm
6:30-7:00pm
8:00-11:00pm
ll:35pm-l 2:37am
12:37-1:37am

2:37-5:00am Monday*
2:07-5:00am Tuesday-Friday*

7:00-9:00am

9:00-11:00am

ll:00am-l 2:00pm
6:30-7:00pm
8:00-11:00pm

9:00-10:30am

10:30-11:00am

ll:35pm-12:35am**
6:30-7:00pm
7:00-11:00pm

Broadcaster holds the following exceptions to its in-pattern clearance obligations:

* Affiliated Station shall provide clearance of Up to the Minute (or its replacement) for a
minimum oftwo (2) hours per day, Monday-Friday.

** As ofthe date ofexecution ofthis Affiliation Agreement, the second half-hour of"Face the
Nation" ("Face the Nation-2") is run out ofpattern at 11:35pm Sunday. Broadcaster shall
continue to clear "Face the Nation-2" in the current time period (11:35-12:35am); provided that
Broadcaster shall begin clearance of"Face the Nation-2" in the live time period, 11:00-11:30am
Sunday, effective on or before October 4,2015.
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SCHEDULE B

AFFILIATE CBS EYE LOGO TRADEMARK

LICENSE AGREEMENT

This Agreemententered into on May 7,2015 by and betweenCBS Broadcasting, Inc.
("Licensor"), a corporation located at 51 West 52nd Street,New York, New York 10019 and Withers
Broadcasting Company of West Virginia ("Broadcaster").

WHEREAS, Reference is made to that affiliation agreement between CBS Affiliate Relations, a
unit ofCBS Corporation ("CBS") and Broadcaster,dated May 7,2015, setting forth the terms and
conditions regarding the affiliation of WDTV(TV), FCC Facility ID Number 70592, Weston, West
Virginia ("Affiliated Station") with the CBS Network (the "Affiliation Agreement"). All
capitalizedterms used in this Agreement but not otherwisedefined herein shall have the meanings
ascribed to such terms in the Affiliation Agreement.

WHEREAS, Licensor is the owner of valuable and famous trademarks the CBS Eye Logo and
"CBS" and confirming its rights, owns and maintains trademark registrations in the United States and
elsewhere in the world;

WHEREAS, Licensor wishes to license Broadcaster to use and Broadcaster wishes to use and
desires to use the CBS Eye Logo on or in connection with Affiliated Station.

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises contained herein and for other
good and valuable consideration, the parties hereby agree as follows:

1. Additional Definitions. As used in this Agreement, the following capitalized terms
shall have the meanings ascribed to such terms below:

1.1 "Brand Guidelines" means the Brand Guidelines attached as Exhibit B and any
updates advised by Licensor,

1.2 "CBS Eye Logo" is the logo that appears in Exhibit A.

1.3 "CBS Property" means the trademarks CBS and the CBS Eye Logo.

1.4 "Domain Name" means an internet address to identify the location of web pages
including Top Level Domains, such as ".com," ".company," and country code Top Level
Domain Names such as ".us".

1.5 "Licensed Property" means the CBS Property used as trademarks or as Domain
Names.

1.6 "Network" means the CBS Network £is defined in the Affiliation Agreement.

1.7 "Network Program" means Network Program as defined in the Affiliation
Agreement.

1.8 "Term" means the term as defined in the Affiliation Agreement.
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1.9 "Territory" means Affiliated Station's DMA as defined in the Affiliation Agreement
and any community outside of Affiliated Station's DMA in which Affiliated Station
is permitted to grant, and has granted, retransmission consent for Affiliated Station's
broadcast signal pursuant to the terms of the Affiliation Agreement.

2. Grant. Licensor hereby grants to Affiliate upon the terms and conditions of this
Agreement a limited, non-exclusive, revocable license, without the right to grant sub-
licenses, to use the CBS Property, on and in connection with Affiliated Station as set
forth in paragraph 3 below in the Territory. Broadcaster acknowledges that Licenor's use
of the CBS Property in connection with any of its own services shall not be a violation of
this Agreement by Licensor.

3. Permitted Uses.

3.1 The CBS Property may be used by Broadcaster only on and in connection with promotion
ofAffiliated Station, its affiliation with Licensor, and promotion ofany Network
Program in accordance with this Agreement. Affiliate agrees that it will only display the
CBS Property in such form or manner as permitted by this Agreement, or as may be
specifically approved by Licensor in writing. For the avoidance of doubt, the Brand
Guidelines prohibit use of the CBS Bye Logo in combination with other content, however
if requested by Broadcaster, Licensor may approve, at its sole discretion, the use ofa
Affiliated Station logo that includes the CBS Eye Logo and other content that identifies
Affiliated Station.

3.2 The CBS Property may only be used by Broadcaster in the Territory and for digital uses,
such as on the internet; the CBS Property may only be used by Broadcaster for targeting
consumers in the Territory, although the Parties acknowledge use on Affiliated Station
webpage may be visible to viewers of the website outside the Territory.

3.3 Should Broadcaster wish to register or use a Domain Name that includes the CBS
Property, whether in combination with Affiliated Station call letters or otherwise.
Broadcaster shall seek Licensor's prior written approval, which may be granted in
Licensor's sole discretion. Broadcaster has CBS's approval to register and/or use the
following Domain Names that include CBS Property during the Term of this Agreement:
None.

3.4 Broadcaster shall not:

a. Use the CBS Property as part of its trade name or as part of a combination trademark, or
authorize others to do so, except for any combination trademarks for Affiliated Station
logo, as approved by Licensor pursuant to this Agreement.

b. Use the CBS Property to publicize or promote programs or programming material
sourced from anyone other than the Network.

4. Term. The Term of this Agreement coincides with the term ofthe Affiliation
Agreement, unless sooner terminated in accordance with paragraph 12 ofthis Agreement.

5. Compensation. The Parties agree that Broadcaster has paid and Licensor has received
good and valuable compensation for this Agreement, including having entered into the Affiliation
Agreement.
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6. Quality Standards and Assurances.

6.1 Broadcaster agrees to maintain such quality standards as may be prescribed by Licensor
in the conduct of its business operations on and in connection with which the CBS Property is used.

6.2 Broadcaster agrees to comply with the Brand Guidelines, and comply with any additions
or directions as set forth from time to time by Licensor with respect to the appearance and manner of use
of the CBS Property upon notice from Licensor.

6.3 Broadcaster shall not use the CBS Property in any manner that would diminish or dilute
its value or harm the reputation of Licensor.

6.4 If reasonably requested by Licensor, Broadcaster will send to Licensor sales publications
and/or advertisements, etc. in connection with the sales and marketing ofAffiliated Station.

7. Notices. For all Permitted Uses of the CBS Property, Broadcaster will cause to appear
on all materials, such legends, markings, and notices as Licensor may reasonably request in order to give
appropriate notice of any trademark, trade name or other rights therein or pertaining thereto, including of
the bottom of the homepage of its website and on all print material, the following legal notice:

"CBS® and the CBS Eye Logo® are Registered Trademarks of CBS Broadcasting Inc. © CBS
Broadcasting Inc. 2014. All Rights Reserved."

8. Approvals. Each proposed new use of the CBS Property must be submitted to Licensor
in representative form, for Licensor's prior written approval, in its sole discretion, at least thirty (30) days
before its intended use. Broadcaster's use ofthe CBS Property in representative form shall be deemed
disapproved if Broadcaster does not receive Licensor's written approval within ten (10) days. Once
Licensor approves the form of use (including color and layout). Broadcaster shall not alter the form of use
of the CBS Property in any way.

Broadcaster shall remedy any deficiencies in its form ofuse of the CBS Property, or cease use of the CBS
Property, in either case within ten (10) days of its receipt ofwritten notice from Licensor.

9. Ownership. Broadcaster acknowledges and confirms Licensor's ownership of the CBS
Property and all attendant goodwill. Broadcaster agrees that all use by it of the CBS Property will inure
to Licensor's benefit, and that Broadcaster will claim no interest in the CBS Property, other than its
permission to use the CBS Property pursuant to this Agreement. Broadcaster agrees not to contest
Licensor's rights in and to the CBS Property, or perform any act or omission adverse to the Licensor's
rights during the Term of this Agreement or thereafter. Broadcaster will at any time execute any
documents, and take such other actions as Licensor may reasonably request, to confirm Licensor's
ownership of all such rights.

10. Trademark Registrations. Broadcaster agrees that it shall at no time use or authorize
the use ofor apply to register any copyright, trademark, trade name or other designation identical to or
colorably similar to the CBS Property in the United States Patent and Trademark Office, or any state or
international agency.

11. Trademark Infringements. Broadcaster will promptly notify Licensor in writing ofany
potential infringement of the CBS Property of which it becomes aware. Licensor may, in its sole
discretion, commence or prosecute any claims or suits to protect its rights hereunder, and Broadcaster
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agrees to cooperate fully with Licensor. Broadcaster will have no right to take any action with respect to
the CBS Property.

12. Events ofTermination.

12.1 This Agreement will remain in effect until terminated by any of the following:

a IfBroadcaster violates or fails to perform any of its obligations, Licensor will
have the right to give Broadcaster written notice of default, and this Agreement
will terminate automatically thirty (30) days after such notice unless Broadcaster
has completely remedied the default within the thirty-day period to Licensor's
satisfaction.

b. If (i) Broadcaster files a petition in bankruptcy or is adjudicated a bankrupt; (ii) a
petition in bankruptcy is filed against Broadcaster and such petition is not
discharged within sixty (60) days thereafter; (iii) Broadcaster makes any
assignment for the benefit of its creditors or an arrangement pursuant to any
bankruptcy law; or (iv) Broadcaster takes corporate action in furtherance of any
of the foregoing; such termination will be immediately upon any ofthe foregoing
events and without any notice being necessaiy, subject to applicable law to the
contrary.

c. Licensor shall have the right to terminate this Agreement at any time upon sixty
(60) days prior written notice to Affiliate.

d. The Affiliation Agreement expires or is otherwise terminated.

12.2 In the event oftermination. Broadcaster will immediately cease all digital and broadcast
use ofthe CBS Property, provided that Broadcaster shall be permitted a period ofseven (7) days ("Phase
Out Period") to arrange to cease use for physical applications of the CBS Property such as truck decals
and outdoor signage. Upon the expiration of the Phase Out Period, Broadcaster shall deliver to Licensor
an affidavit signed by an officer ofBroadcaster attesting to the cessation ofuse and the destruction ofany
remaining article bearing the CBS Property.

13. Effects ofTermination. All rights in the CBS Property other than those specifically
granted in this Agreement are reserved by Licensor for its own use and benefit. Upon termination of this
Agreement for any reason whatsoever, all rights in the CBS Property will automatically revert to
Licensor. Broadcaster will at any time execute any documents reasonably required by Licensor to
confirm Licensor's ownership ofall such rights.

14. Notices. All notices, approvals, or documents which either party hereto is required to
deliver to the other party, and any requests for permission under this Agreement, shall be in writing and
sent by certified mail, return receipt requested, or registered mail, or by internationallyrecognized express
ovemight courier to the following address:

If to CBS: Attn: President, CBS Affiliate Relations
CBS Television

4024 Radford Avenue

Studio City, CA 91604

with a copy to: Executive Vice President and General Counsel
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CBS Television

4024 Radford Avenue

Studio City, CA 91604

with a copy to: Vice President & Associate General Counsel
CBS Television

51 West 52"^^ Street
New York, NY 10019

If to Broadcaster:

15. Miscellaneous.

15.1 Each party warrants and representsto the other that it has the full right, power and
authority to execute and perform the obligations of this Agreement.

15.2 This Agreement may not be changed, modified, amended or supplemented, except in a
writing signed by the parties.

15.3 This Agreement contains the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the
subject matter hereof and supersedes any prior contemporaneous agreements, oral or in writing.

15.4 This Agreement and all the rights and duties hereunder are personal to Broadcaster.
Broadcaster shall not (and shall have no right to) assign, lease, sublicense, pledge, grant a security interest
in or otherwise encumber, or otherwise transfer this Agreement or any of its rights (including the
economic benefits of the license granted hereby or any portion of the rights included therein) or
obligations hereunder, whether voluntarily, involuntarily, by operation of law or otherwise, without the
prior written consent of the Licensor, which may be granted in its sole discretion.

15.5 The Licensor may assign this Agreement and its rights and obligations hereunder without
the prior written consent ofBroadcaster.

15.6 This Agreement does not constitute or imply a partnership, joint venture, agency,
employer/employee relationship, or any other similar relationship between the parties hereto.

15.7 The paragraph headings used in this Agreement are for convenience only and shall have
no legal effect.

15.8 The failure ofa party to insist upon strict adherence to any term ofthis Agreement on any
occasion will not be construed as a waiver or deprive that party of the right thereafter to insist upon strict
adherence to that term or any other term of this Agreement.

15.9 This Agreement will be governed by and construed in accordance with the internal
substantive laws of the State ofNew York, and the parties hereto submit and consent to the jurisdiction of
the courts of the State ofNew York, including Federal Courts located therein.

[Remainder ofPage Intentionally Blank]
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[Trademark License Agreement Signature Pagefor WDTVfTV)]

IN WITNESS WHEREFORE, the parties have executed this Trademark License Agreement on
the day and year first written above.

CBS BROADCASTING INC.

By: /
Name: Rebecca Blorden
Title: Vice President and Assistant Secretary
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[Trademark LicenseAgreementSignature Pagefor WDTV(TV)]

WITHERS BROADCASTING COMPANY

OF WEST VIRGINIA

By:_
Namei'TT/?-?

Ce/>erx,l monct^
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EXHIBIT A

TO AFFILIATE CBS EYE LOGO TRADEMARK LICENSE AGREEMENT
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EXHIBIT B

TO AFFILIATE CBS EYE LOGO TRADEMARK LICENSE AGREEMENT

CBS® AND CBS EYE Logo®

BRAND & TRADEMARK GUIDELINES FOR AFFILIATES

The CBS Logo;

The CBS Logo contains two elements: the CBS "Eye" Logo and the letters CBS. The CBS "Eye" logo is
the principal visual element that accompanies the CBS brand. In order to maintain consistent presentation,
the following guidelines have been established for permitted users of the CBS Logo.

Unless approved in writing pursuant to your Affiliation Agreement and related Trademark License
Agreement, the CBS and Eye Logo elements should be used only in the following visual representations:

Guidelines;

Standard:

Or the "Small-Use Eve:"

®CBS
The Small-Use Eye must be used if the Eye will appear: In Print: W or smaller

On- Air: 30 scan lines or less

On the Internet: 32 pixels or less

No change: The Logo should appear in the forms above. The shape and proportions should not
be changed.

Clear space around the Logo: A clear space should surround the CBS Logo.

Background: The CBS logo must be used on a solid background. The background color must
appear in the area around the inner circle ofthe "Eye."

The "Eye" Logo: The Eye Logo must always appear just before "CBS." It may not be used as
part of a word, as part ofa design or as a separate design element, as decoration or as punctuation.
For example, the CBS Eye Logo may not be used to indicate the concepts of "vision" or "sight"
or depicted as human eyes, or as part ofglasses or a camera.

No combination: The Logo may not be combined or overlap with other marks or artwork.
Affiliated Station Logo Guidelines: As a narrow exception to this "No combination" rule, the
Licensor may approve the use of the CBS Eye Logo as part ofan Affiliated Station Logo,
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allowing the CBS Eye Logo to be incorporated with a station's identifier such as channel number,
call letters, into an approved form of a "Combined CBS Eye-Station Logo". Once approved, the
Combined-CBS Eye Station Logo may not be altered without prior written consent.

Trademark Notice and Legal Line;

At the bottom ofany material on which the Logo is displayed, this legal line should appear in the standard
form:

CBS ® and the CBSEye Logo ©are Registered Trademarks ofCBSBroadcasting Inc.
© CBSBroadcasting Inc. 2014. All Rights Reserved.

Ifapproved in writing by the Licensor, you may use the short form ofthe Legal Line:

CBS and the "Eye " Logo® are registered trademarks ofCBS Broadcasting Inc.

Legal

If you believe there is a compelling reason to use any other variation ofthe Logo, you must
obtain prior written permission from CBS, which may be granted in CBS's sole discretion.

CBS reserves all rights to modify these guidelines from time to time.

These Guidelines are subject to the Terms ofyour License Agreement and to the extent these
guidelines differ from the license, the License Agreement governs.
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CBS NEWSPATH PARTICIPATION AGREEMENT

EXECUTION VERSION

Re: WDTV(TV)

Ladies and Gentlemen:

Reference is made to that affiliation agreement between CBS Affiliate Relations, a unit of CBS
Corporation ("CBS") and Withers Broadcasting Companyof West Virginia ("Broadcaster"), dated May
7, 2015, setting forth the terms and conditions regarding the affiliation of WDTV(TV), FCC Facility ID
No. 70592, Weston, West Virginia ("Affiliated Station") with the CBS Network (the "Affiliation
Agreement"). All capitalized terms used in this letter agreement but not otherwise defined herein shall
have the meanings ascribed to such terms in the Affiliation Agreement.

Broadcaster and CBS hereby agree that this letter agreement relating to Affiliated Station's
participation in the CBS Affiliate News Service ("CBS Newspath") shall be made a part of the
Affiliation Agreement. Affiliated Station's participation in Newspath shall continue for the
Term of the Affiliation Agreement, subject to the termination provision set forth in Paragraph 9 of this
letter agreement, regardless of whether Affiliated Station continues to produce local news broadcast(s).

When executed by Broadcaster and CBS, this letter agreement shall constitute our agreement
governing your participation in CBS Newspath.

1. Broadcaster may broadcast live coverage and make recordings of such news events as are
broadcast in the Network Programs designated in Paragraphs 2(a)-(c) of this letter agreement or that are
furnished by CBS Newspath (content consisting of such live coverage. Network Programs, and CBS
Newspath material collectively, "News Excerpts") and may broadcast such material live or may cut, edit
and subsequently broadcast such News Excerpts, but only as part of Affiliated Station's local broadcast
television news programs in its Primary Programming Stream and subject to the provisions of the
Affiliation Agreement. Broadcaster agrees that CBS retains all rights to the News Excerpts supplied
hereunder, except as specifically granted to Broadcaster herein.

2. The rights granted under this letter agreement to Broadcaster shall extend to scheduled news
feeds fi-om CBS Newspath; ad hoc feeds of breaking news, emergency coverage; use of the "CBS
News Live News Center"; news materials furnished to CBS Newspath by other television broadcast
station affiliates of the CBS Network and transmitted by CBS to Affiliated Station for its use (subject
to stated restrictions); use of the "Newspath Express" portal on the Internet; and to the following
Network Programs:

(a) Regularly scheduled Network Programs which consist of news
broadcasts and the Network Program FACE THE NATION:

(b) Network Programs that CBS News may elect to provide from time to
time, which consist of coverage of the following: general and
Presidential press conferences. Presidential inaugurations, Presidential
speeches and United Nations sessions; and

(c) Other Network Programs which consist of news broadcasts and special
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events with respect to which CBS shall have first advised Broadcaster
that Affiliated Station may record and broadcast News Excerpts as
provided in this letter agreement.

Broadcaster understands and acknowledges that Affiliated Station may not excerpt from CBS News
Prime Time and Public Affairs broadcasts including 60 MINUTES and 48 HOURS. CBS may
provide clip from these programs which television broadcast station affiliates of the CBS Network may
use. Requests to use additional excerpts from these programs should be made directly to CBS
Affiliate Relations and such use is contingent upon obtaining individual permission fi-om CBS Affiliate
Relations, which may be dependent on underlying rights and legal issues. No blanket permission is
given for excerpting CBS News public affairs programs.

3. Broadcaster shall not broadcast on Affiliated Station any News Excerpt or live transmission,
whether or not cut and/or edited, in such a manner as to distort or misrepresent any matter or event
contained or referred to in any Network Program or CBS Newspath feed as received by Affiliated
Station.

4. Broadcaster shall not broadcast over Affiliated Station any News Excerpt until after the
conclusion of the broadcast by Affiliated Station of the entire regularly-scheduled Network Program
from which such News Excerpt is recorded; except, however, that the foregoing shall not apply to
scheduled and ad hoc news feeds from Newspath and except, further, that if Broadcaster shall broadcast
over Affiliated Station more than two (2) hours of the Network Program UP TO THE MINUTE, then
Broadcaster is authorized to make or broadcast News Excerpts from any part of UP TO THE
MINUTE. Any News Excerpt containing the voice and/or image of any CBS News Correspondent,
commentator or reporter which may be broadcast pursuant to Paragraph 1 of this letter agreement, may
be broadcast by Broadcaster over Affiliated Station an unlimited number of times during the 48-hour
period commencing with the time the Network Program from which the News Excerpt was recorded
was first made available by CBS for broadcast; and, thereafter. Broadcaster may broadcast over
Affiliated Station such News Excerpt only once, which must be broadcast within the 5-day period
immediately following such 48-hour period. Upon conclusion of said 5-day period. Broadcaster
agrees to erase or otherwise destroy all recordings of News Excerpts and upon CBS's request, to
confirm such erasure or destruction in writing.

5. With respect to News Excerpts from the Network Programs referred to in this letter agreement,
and to materials included in newsfeeds from CBS Newspath, Broadcaster shall observe any additional
limitations, special instructions and/or restrictions that CBS may impose from time to time by notice
to Broadcaster. In addition, CBS may from time to time advise Broadcaster that Affiliated Station is
neither to record nor broadcast all or certain portions of the Network Programs specified in Paragraph
2 of this letter agreement. Broadcaster shall comply with all such advice. Nothing herein shall be
construed so as to prevent CBS from omitting one or more of the Network Programs referred to in
this letter agreement or from changing the time periods or titles thereof.

6. (a) Broadcaster agrees to make certain of its live and recorded news coverage ("Materials")
available for use in CBS News broadcasts and by other television broadcast station affiliates of the
CBS Network, in regularly scheduled hard news programs, through CBS Newspath.

(b) Broadcaster shall supply only those Materials for which it owns all rights. No
Materials shall be supplied to CBS Newspath by Affiliated Station if Affiliated Station's broadcast
rights in such Materials have been licensed from a third party (e.g. sports events).

(c) Broadcaster shall be responsible for any and all residuals that are due to any third
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party, including its own employees or employees of Affiliated Station, by virtue of the use of
Materials by CBS or by other station affiliates of the CBS Network through CBS Newspath.

(d) Affiliated Station shall advise CBS Newspath in writing of any special instructions,
restrictions or limitations on the use of the Materials furnished prior to, or simultaneously with,
furnishing such Materials.

(e) Broadcaster hereby grants CBS the right to use the Materials supplied by Affiliated
Station to CBS Newspath in any manner and in any media, whether now known or hereafter
developed, including subsequent use by other television broadcast station affiliates of the CBS
Network.

(f) Broadcaster grants CBS the right to edit any Materials supplied by Affiliated Station
prior to their dissemination by CBS Newspath.

7. (a) Broadcaster shall have the right to use materials, including News Excerpts, all as
delivered via CBS Newspath for broadcast within their programming via Traditional Television made
directly by Affiliated Station on its Primary Programming Stream as provided in the Affiliation
Agreement. The News Excerpts as delivered by CBS Newspath may be broadcast via Traditional
Television by Affiliated Station an unlimited number of times during the 48-hour period commencing
with the time such News Excerpts were first made available for broadcast by or through CBS Newspath;
thereafter, Affiliated Station may broadcast via Traditional Television such News Excerpts over its
broadcast facilities only once and that must be within the 5-day period immediately following such 48-
hour period.

(b) Affiliated Station shall not make available, or authorize the use of, the Materials or
News Excerpts or any information contained in either, by any third party.

(c) Affiliated Station shall not edit the Materials or News Excerpts so as to distort or
misrepresent anything contained or depicted therein.

(d) Affiliated Station shall broadcast the Materials and News Excerpts only in accordance
with the terms and conditions set forth herein and shall observe any special instructions, limitations or
restrictions for the use of the Materials and News Excerpts of which it is informed by CBS Newspath.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this letter agreement. Broadcaster shall not
cause or permit, directly or indirectly, the Materials or News Excerpts to be exhibited by means of any
protocol or platform other than Traditional Television including, without limitation, by broadcast or
wireless transmission to mobile devices, distribution over the Internet or high-speed data service, or
by broadcast on a secondary program stream of Affiliated Station, without the express written consent
of CBS, which CBS may withhold in its sole discretion.

8. (a) Broadcaster and CBS both warrant and represent that they have the right and power to
enter into and fully perform their obligations hereunder.

(b) With respect to the Materials supplied by Broadcaster to CBS Newspath, Broadcaster
warrants and represents that (i) Broadcaster has the right to grant all rights granted herein to such
Materials, (ii) that the use of such Materials by CBS or any other CBS Network television broadcast
station affiliate will not violate the rights of any third party; and (iii) such Materials will be
independently produced and developed by Broadcaster, Affiliated Station or will be in the public
domain.
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(c) Broadcaster will conform to the requirements of Section 507 of the Federal
Communications Act concerning broadcast matter and disclosures required thereunder, insofar as that
Section applies to persons furnishing program material for television broadcasting. Broadcaster
represents and warrants that the Materials supplied to CBS Newspath do not and shall not include any
matter for which any money, service or other valuable consideration is directly or indirectly paid, or
promised to. Broadcaster by a third party, or accepted from or charged to a third party by
Broadcaster. Broadcaster shall exercise reasonable diligence to inform its employees, and other persons
with whom it deals directly in connection with the Materials of the requirements of the said Section
507; provided, however, that no act of any such employee or of any independent contractor connected
with the Materials, in contravention of the provisions of the said Section 507 shall constitute a breach
of the provisions of this paragraph unless Broadcaster or a director, officer or senior executive of
Broadcaster has actual notice thereof. As used in this paragraph, the term "service or other valuable
consideration" shall not include any service or property furnished without charge or at a nominal
charge for use in, or in connection with, the Materials "unless it is so furnished in consideration for an
identification in a broadcast of any person, product, service, trademark or brand name beyond an
identification which is reasonably related to the use of such service or property on the broadcast," as
such terms are used in the said Section 507. No inadvertent failure by Broadcaster to comply with this
paragraph shall be deemed to be a breach of this Agreement.

(d) Broadcaster shall at all times indemnify and hold harmless CBS and its licensees,
subsidiaries, affiliates and each of their respective officers, directors, agents and employees, successors
and assigns and any television broadcast stations affiliated with the CBS Network from and against any
and all claims, damages, liabilities, costs and expenses, including reasonable legal fees, arising out of
or from (i) the use and/or distribution by CBS Newspath of Materials furnished by Broadcaster and/or
Affiliated Station (ii) any breach of any of its representations, warranties or agreements made by
Broadcaster in this letter agreement; or (iii) Affiliated Station's broadcast of any News Excerpts
contrary to the provisions of this letter agreement.

9. CBS may terminate the provisions of this letter agreement at any time, upon ninety (90) days'
notice to Broadcaster, in the event of any substantial increase in CBS's costs of operation resulting
from the service provided under this letter agreement, whether by reason of an increase in amounts
due under collective bargaining agreements or otherwise.

[Remainder ofPage Intentionally Blank]
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[Newspath Agreement Signature Pagefor WDTV(TV)]

IN WITNESS WHEREFORE, the parties have executed this Newspath Participation Agreement
on the day and year first written above.

Very truly yours,

CBS AFFILIATE RELATIONS

A Unit of CBS Corporation

ACCEPTED AND AGREED:

WITHERS BROADCASTING COMPANY

OF WEST VIRGINIA

Rv:

Title: } /)lona

By:.
Elizabeth Tumulty
President
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SCHEDULE D

ADDENDUM [X]
FORM OF IN-HOME RETRANSMISSION AGREEMENT]

IN-HOME RETRANSMISSION TERMS AND CONDITIONS

This Addendum ("Addendum"), made as of [DATE], amends the [RETRANSMISSION
CONSENT AGREEMENT DOCUMENT TITLE] (the "Agreement") between [BROADCASTER]
and [MVPD] ("Operator") dated [DATE] relating to broadcast station [CALL SIGN] (the "Station")
and is hereby incorporated into the Agreement. To the extent that the terms of the Agreement and the
terms of this Addendum conflict, the terms of this Addendum shall control.

1. DEFINITIONS.

(a) "Authorized Device" means a video receiving and viewing device owned or controlled
by a residential Subscriber (as defined below), which supports and enables the content
protection measures described herein.

(b) "Encrvption" (including, with correlative meanings, "Encrvpted"^ means protection of
streams and/or files using a secure algorithm using AES-128 or other encryption
methods having a minimum key cipher length of 128 bits (or more secure industry
standard).

(c) "In-Home Retransmission" means that component of an MVPD's simultaneous (i.e.,
live) retransmission of a television broadcast station or cable television service
whereby the signal is retransmitted from such MVPD's Traditional MVPD Platform
(as defined below) to authorized devices (in the case of Operator, to Authorized
Devices) located within a residential Subscriber's home via such subscriber's wired or
wireless home network (but not via mobile wireless infrastructure, VPN, the Public
Internet (as defined below) or any high speed data service other than such MVPD's
high-speed data service solely to the extent such service is used to retransmit the
Station's signal(s) via such MVPD's facilities-based, secure, private and closed
infrastructure (i.e., not over the Public Internet)), on a "view-only" basis.

(d) "MVPD" means a multichannel video programming distributor that makes available
for purchase by consumers on a monthly subscription basis multiple channels of linear
television program services delivered via such distributor's Traditional MVPD
Platform.

(e) "Output" means a given output, connection or port (e.g., analog output, USB, IEEE
1394, Ethernet, DVI, HDMI, wireless).

(f) "Public Internet" means the public network commonly known as the "internet",
comprised of a collection of Interconnected networks utilizing TCP/IP protocols to
establish communications between devices (or such other generally accepted successor
or replacement protocol(s) used to establish such communications), which network(s)
provide access to most publicly available websites.

(g) "Set-Top Box" means an integrated receiver decoder hardware device provided by
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Operator that: (i) is designed primarily for the reception by an authorized Subscriber
of multichannel video programming services delivered via a Traditional MVPD
Platform; and (ii) over which Operator has the ability to control the authorization and
deauthorization of a given Subscriber's access to specific television programming
services. A CableLabs-certified CableCARD host device equipped with a
CableCARD which is primarily designed for the reception and viewing of television
program services by an authorized Subscriber shall be deemed a Set-Top Box
hereunder, but only if and for so long as Operator has the ability to control the
authorization and deauthorization of the Subscriber's access to specific television
program services via such CableCARD.

(h) "Subscriber" means each private residential dwelling (whether in a single family or
multi-unit building) to which Operator delivers video programming services via a
Traditional MVPD Platform, including without limitation, "video programming"
and/or "other programming services," as such terms are used and understood under 47
U.S.C. § 522. "Subscriber" shall not include: (i) any hotel guest room, office, b£ir,
restaurant, hospital, or other non-residential or commercial locations; (ii) any facility
of Operator used primarily to monitor and control the programming distributed by
Operator; or (iii) any illegal reception not validly authorized by Operator.

(i) "Television Receiver" means a device that: (i) is capable of receiving and displaying
over-the-air signals broadcast by television stations; (ii) is intended primarily for the
reception and simultaneous viewing of such signals, and of programming delivered by
an MVPD; and (iii) is capable of audience measurement by Nielsen Media Research
with methodologies currently in use. For the avoidance of doubt, "Television
Receiver" does not include portable devices such as laptops, iPads or other tablets,
iPods, PDAs or smartphones.

G) "Traditional MVPD Platform" means, with respect to a given MVPD, such MVPD's
delivery to consumers of multiple channels of linear television program services via
such MVPD's facilities-based, secure, private and closed multichannel video service
infrastructure (whether via cable TV (e.g., as offered by Charter or Comcast), direct
broadcast satellite (e.g., as offered by DIRECTV or DISH Network), or telco (e.g., as
offered by Verizon FiOS TV or AT&T U-verse TV), as such terms are commonly
understood in the U.S. television industry as of the date ofthe Agreement) to a set-top
box (in the case of Operator, to a Set-Top Box) under such MVPD's conditional access
and control located in the Subscriber's home, where such delivery is not reliant on the
consumer having access to the Public Internet, mobile wireless infi*astructure, VPN, or
any high speed data service other than such MVPDs facilities-based high speed data
service) to receive such television program services.

IN-HOME RETRANSMISSION.

(a) Non-Nielsen-Measured Authorized Devices. To the extent that Operator is authorized to
retransmit, and retransmits, a Station to a residential Subscriber under the Agreement,
Operator shall have the non-exclusive right, subject to the terms and conditions of this
Addendum and the Agreement, to retransmit such Station to such residential Subscriber
via In-Home Retransmission (as defined in Section 1(c) ofthis Addendum); provided,
however, that until the In-Home Retransmission of a Station on a given Authorized
Device (as defined in Section 1(a) of this Addendum) is Nielsen-measured, Operator
shall not retransmit such Station on such Authorized Device unless Operator is providing
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In-Home Retransmission on such Authorized Device ofall of the in-market Other Big 4
Network-affiliated broadcast television stations in such Station's DMA. "Other Big 4
Network" means the ABC, FOX and NBC television networks.

(b) Nielsen-Measured Authorized Devices. At such time as the In-Home Retransmission of
a Station is capable of being Nielsen-measured on an Authorized Device, to the extent
that Operator is authorized to retransmit, and retransmits, such Station to a residential
Subscriber under the Agreement, Operator shall have the obligation to retransmit such
Station to such residential Subscriber on such Authorized Device (and, for the avoidance
of doubt, provide Nielsen measurement ofsuch Station on such Authorized Device) if
Operator is providing In-Home Retransmission of any other programming provider's
signal or service on such Authorized Device.

3. VERIFICATION OF SUBSCRIBERS. At all times during the Term, Operator shall employ a
secure log-in process (e.g., user ID and password), billing system query, and other measures as
are necessary to accurately and reliably verify that any end user attempting to access Operator's
In-Home Retransmission ofa Station's signal is within the home ofa then-current, valid
Subscriber receiving such Station's signal via Operator's Traditional MVPD Platform. Such
processes and procedures shall be no less effective than industry-standard In-Home
Retransmission verification processes and procedures.

4. CONTENT USAGE RULES.

(a) General. Operator's In-Home Retransmission of the Stations' signals is a component of
Operator's retransmission ofthe Stations' signals, and is therefore subject to the terms
and conditions applicable to Operator's retransmission of the Stations' signals generally
(e.g., closed captioning obligations, channel placement obligations). For the avoidance of
doubt. Operator's In-Home Retransmission of the Stations' signals is limited to the
Subscriber's home (i.e., no out-of-home retransmission or distribution), and Operator
shall utilize effective technologies and procedures to limit access to the Stations' signals
retransmitted by Operator to in-home access by residential Subscribers.

(b) Limit on Concurrent Access. Operator shall not authorize or enable more than five (5)
concurrent streams of a Station in a given Subscriber's home.

(c) Personal. Non-Commercial Use Onlv. Operator shall make available In-Home
Retransmission only for residential Subscribers' personal and noncommercial use.

5. CONTENT PROTECTION GENERALLY. Operator shall utilize effective technologies (e.g., a
digital rights management system that utilizes Encryption) and procedures to prevent, and shall
not authorize, enable, cause or facilitate by any end user: (i) the downloading, recording or
sideloading ofa Station's signal or any of the content contained therein on any Authorized
Device; (ii) the transmission, transfer or uploading ofany Station's signal or any content
contained therein from an Authorized Device to any other device or technology (including
"cloud" storage); or (iii) the theft, pirating, delivery, transmission, distribution, unauthorized
reception or display, unauthorized use, recording, copying, transfer and/or storage of the Stations'
signals, or any content contained therein. Without limiting the foregoing. Operator's In-Home
Retransmission of the Stations' signals shall be Encrypted at all times. In addition. Operator shall
take reasonable steps to deter and remedy any unauthorized access to the Stations' signals.

6. OUTPUT PROTECTION.
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(a) General. Operator shall apply the most restrictive (to the Subscriber) digital Output
protection and/or analog Output protection (as applicable) to the Station's signals that
Operator applies to or enables with respect to the In-Home Retransmission of any other
programmer's content (including premium content).

(b) Digital Output Protection. With respect to Operator's In-Home Retransmission ofany
Station's signal to any Authorized Device with digital Outputs, Operator shall issue
instructions associated with each such transmission that: (i) mandate the use ofeither
High-bandwidth Digital Content Protection or Digital Transmission Copy Protection
(each a ''Digital Output Protection") (i.e., activate and enable such digital Output to apply
Digital Output Protection to each such retransmission); (ii) cause each such
retransmission to be Encrypted; and (iii) prohibit any Authorized Device receiving such
retransmission from recording or copying such Station's signal or any content contained
therein (i.e.. Operator shall retransmit the Station's signal in a "Copy Never" state).

(c) Analog Output Protection. With respect to Operator's In-Home Retransmission ofany
Station's signal to any Authorized Device with analog Outputs, Operator shall issue
instructions associated with each such transmission that: (i) mandate the use of Copy
Generation Management System-Analog ("CGMS-A") (i.e., activate and enable such
analog Output to apply CGMS-A to each such transmission); and (ii) prohibit any
Authorized Device receiving such transmission from recording or copying such Station's
signal or any content contained therein (i.e.. Operator shall retransmit the Station's signal
in a "Copy Never" state).

7. PROXIMITY CONTROL.

(a) General. In no event shall the methods used by Operator to confine reception of the
Station's signals to the Subscriber's home be less effective than the most effective
methods that Operator applies to or enables with respect to any other programmer's
content, or be inconsistent with industry standards (unless such standards have been
compromised).

(b) VPN Functionalitv/MAC Address/Router Hods. With respect to its In-Home
Retransmission of the Stations' signals. Operator shall: (i) disable VPN functionality; (ii)
verify the Subscriber's IP address and media access control address (i.e., MAC address)
to ensure that the modem is physically connected to Operator's Traditional MVPD
Platform; and (iii) (A) implement a limit ofno more than two (2) "router hops" between
such modem and any Authorized Device, or (B) verify that the Subscriber's Authorized
Device and the in-home gateway are on the same LAN segment and associated with the
same Subscriber.

8. NIELSEN MEASUREMENT. Within the earlier of(i) sixty (60) days after Nielsen Media
Research technology for the viewership measurement of television broadcast signals (e.g.,
software which converts Nielsen audio subcodes to ID3 tags) ("Nielsen Technologv") becoming
commercially available with respect to an Authorized Device, or (ii) the date that Operator
deploys such Nielsen Technology for any other programming retransmitted or exhibited on any
Authorized Device on which Operator retransmits a Station, Operator shall deploy such Nielsen
Technology with respect to Operator's In-Home Retransmission of the Stations on such
Authorized Device, and shall ensure that Operator's In-Home Retransmission ofeach Station is
measurable on all such Authorized Devices throughout the remainder of the Term.
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9. NO INCREMENTAL CHARGE. Operator shall not charge Subscribers any incremental fee or
charge for In-Home Retransmission ofa Station other than the monthly subscription fee for the
tier or package of video programming services in which the Station is included.

10. TELEVISION RECEIVERS. For the avoidance of doubt, this Addendum shall not apply to the
retransmission by a System ofa Station to a Subscriber's Television Receiver via a Set-Top Box
physically connected to such Television Receiver.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Addendum as of the date set forth above.

[BROADCASTERl lOPERATOR]

By: By:
Name: Name:

Title: Title:
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SCHEDULE E

OUT-OF-MARKET CARIUAGE OF WHICH BROADCASTER IS AWARE (as of date of execution)

Station MVPD System Name Community Served
Number of

COM Subs
DMA

Significantly
Viewed (Y/N)

WDTV(TV) Comcast Monongalia County Pittsburgh Yes

WDTV (TV) Hardy One Hardy County Washington DC No

WDTVCrV Shentel Garrett County Md. Washington DC No
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EXHIBIT A

Examples of Special Programming Containing Less
Inventory than Regularly Scheduled Network Prime Time Entertainment Programs

Times Listed Are Eastern Time

2014-2015 NFL Season Thursday Night NFL on CBS (7:30-11:30pm)

1/13/13, Sun AFC Divisional Playoff Game (4:30-8:00pm)

1/20/13, Sun NFL on CBS: AFC Championship Game (6:30-10:00pm)

2/3/13, Sun Super Bowl XLVII (6:00-10:00pm)

3/21/13, Thur NCAA Basketball (7:00pm-12:00midnight)

3/22/13, Fri NCAA Basketball (7:00pm-12:00midnight)

3/23/13, Sat NCAA Basketball (12:00noon-10:00pm)

3/28/13, Thur NCAA Basketball (7:00pm-12:00midnight)

3/29/13, Fri NCAA Basketball (7:00pm-12:00midnight)

3/30/13, Sat NCAA Basketball (4:20-9:00pm)

4/6/13, Sat NCAA Basketball/Final Four (6:00-11:00pm)

4/8/13, Men NCAA Basketball/Men's Championship (9:00-11:30pm)

8/23/13, Fri NFL on CBS: Pre-Season (8:00-11:00pm)

8/24/13, Sat NFL on CBS: Pre-Season (8:00-11:00pm)

9/22/13, Sun NFL on CBS: Doubleheader(l:00-8:00pm)

1/8/12, Sun NFL on CBS: AFC Wild Card Game (4:30-8:00pm)

1/14/12, Sat NFL on CBS: AFC Divisional Playoff(8:00-11:00pm)

1/24/12, Tues State of the Union (9:00-10:30pm)

8/28/12, Tues Republican Convention (10:00-11:00pm)

8/29/12, Wed Republican Convention (10:00-11:00pm)

9/30/12, Thur Republican Convention (10:00-11:00pm)

9/4/12, Tues Democratic Convention (10:00-11:00pm)

9/5/12, Wed Democratic Convention (10:00-11:00pm)

9/6/12, Thur Democratic Convention (10:00-11:00pm)

9/7/12, Fri Stand Up To Cancer (8:00-9:00pm)
9/8/12, Sat U.S. Open Tennis: Women's Final (8:00-10:00pm)

10/3/12, Wed Presidential Debate/CBS News Analysis (9:00-11:00pm)

10/11/12, Thur Vice Presidential Debate/CBS News Analysis (9:00-11:00pm)

10/16/12, Tues Presidential Debate/CBS News Analysis (9:00-11:00pm)

10/22/12, Men Presidential Debate/CBS News Analysis (9:00-11:00pm)

11/6/12, Tues CBS News Election Night Coverage (7:00pm-2:00am)

1/30/11, Sun Hallmark Hall of Fame: The Lost Valentine (9:00-11:00pm)

3/5/11, Sat NCAA Basketball (8:00-10:00pm)

4/24/11, Sun Hallmark Hall ofFame: Beyond the Blackboard (9:00-11:00pm)

9/11/11, Sun 9/11: 10 Years Later (8:00-10:00pm)

1/22/10, Fri Hope For Haiti (8:00-10:00pm)

11/2/10, Tues CBS News Election Coverage (10:00-11:00pm)
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EXHIBIT B

Allocation of Local Prime Time Inventory 2013/2014 Season

Time Period Station Total Units of

Breaks Inventory
(seconds)

Sunday, 7:00-8:00pm 60, 60 4

Sunday, 8:00-9:00pm 60, 90 5

Sunday, 9:00-10:00pm 90, 90 6

Sunday, 10:00-11:00pm 105*, 90 6

Monday, 8:00-8:30pm 60 2

Monday, 8:30-9:00pm 60 2

Monday, 9:00-9:30pm 60 2

Monday, 9:30-10:00pm 60 2

Monday, 10:00-11:00pm 105*,60 5

Tuesday, 8:00-9:00pm 90, 60 5

Tuesday, 9:00-10:00pm 60, 90 5

Tuesday, 10:00-11:00pm 105*, 90 6

Wednesday, 8:00-9:00pm 60, 90 5

Wednesday, 9:00-10:00pm 60, 90 5

Wednesday, 10:00-11:00pm 105*, 90 6

Thursday, 8:00-8:30pm 60 2

Thursday, 8:30-9:00pm 90 3

Thursday, 9:00-9:30pm 60 2

Thursday, 9:30-10:00pm 90 3

Thursday, 10:00-11:00pm 105*, 90 6

Friday, 8:00-9:00pm 60, 60 4

Friday, 9:00-10:00pm 60, 60 4

Friday, 10:00-11:00pm 105*, 60 5

Saturday, 8:00-8:30pm 60 2

Saturday, 8:30-9:00pm 60 2

Saturday, 9:00-10:00pm 60,90 5

Saturday, 10:00-11:00pm 105*, 60 5

Total Units 109

Note: All times refer to the Eastern and Pacific Time Zones.

* 105-second break includes 45 seconds for local newsbreak, of
which 30-seconds has been allocated for local sale
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EXfflBIT B-1

Inventory available for sale by Affiliated Station during the 2013 Super Bowl Broadcast

Fifteen (15) 30-second units scheduled in game coverage (including post-game)
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EXHIBIT B-2

Inventory available for sale in or adjacent to CBS Network broadcasts of
SEC Football Games during the 2012 Season

30-second units in or adjacent to coverage (including post-game show where applicable) as

follows:

Singleheader Format:

Doubleheader Format:

Prime Time Format:

19 units

40 units (2 games)

18 units

Friday Afternoon Format: 21 units (Day after Thanksgiving)

SEC Championship: 20 units
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EXHIBIT B-3

Inventory available for sale in regular season NCAA basketball games during the 2012-
2013 Season, plus an additional 30-second unit adjacent to each regular season game:

30-secondunits (includingthe additional unit) in or adjacentto coverage as follows:

Two-hour format: 12 units

2 'A hour format: 14 units

Conference USA Champ: 12 units
Big Ten Semi-finals (DH): 27 units
Mountain West Champ: 13 units

Inventory available for sale in games of the NCAA Men's Division I Basketball
Tournament during 2013:

30-second units in or adjacent to coverage as follows:

Second Round Doubleheader format: 26 units

Third Round Quadruple-header format: 49 units

Third Round Tripleheader format: 35 units

Regional Semifinal Doubleheader format: 26 units ("Sweet 16")

Regional Finals Doubleheader format: 20 units ("Elite 8")

Final Four Doubleheader format: 20 units

Championship Game format: 14 units

(Includes post-game and trophy presentation)

Tournament Notes:

• First Round games are scheduled to be carried by Turner Networks
• Two of the four Regional Final games are scheduled to be broadcast by CBS
• The Final Four is scheduled to be broadcast by CBS in 2017 and 2019
• The Championship Game is scheduled to be broadcast by CBS in 2015,2017 and 2019
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EXHIBIT C

Weekly Scheduling of Supplemental Prime Time Units

Monday Within or adjacent to the third hour ofPrime Time

Tuesday Within or adjacent to the first hour of Prime Time

Wednesday Within or adjacent to the third hour ofPrime Time

Thursday Within or adjacent to the first hour ofPrime Time

Friday Within or adjacent to the first hour ofPrime Time

Saturday Within or adjacent to the second hour ofPrime Time
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EXHIBIT D

Number of NCAA Basketball Tournament Games to be carried on

CBS and Turner 2015-19

2015

CBS TBS TNT TruTV Total

Round 1 0 0 0 4 4

Round 2 8 8 8 8 32

Round 3 7 4 4 1 16

Sweet 16 4 4 0 0 8

Elite 8 2 2 0 0 4

Final 4 0 2 0 0 2

Champ 1 0 0 0 1

Total 22 20 12 13 67

2C)16

CBS TBS TNT TruTV Total

Round 1 0 0 0 4 4

Round 2 8 8 8 8 32

Round 3 7 4 4 1 16

Sweet 16 4 4 0 0 8

Elite 8 2 2 0 0 4

Final 4 0 2 0 0 2

Champ 0 1 0 0 1

Total 21 21 12 13 67

2(117

CBS TBS TNT TruTV Total

Round 1 0 0 0 4 4

Round 2 8 8 8 8 32

Round 3 7 4 4 1 16

Sweet 16 4 4 0 0 8

Elite 8 2 2 0 0 4

Final 4 2 0 0 0 2

Champ 1 0 0 0 1

Total 24 18 12 13 67



2018

CBS TBS TNT TruTV Total

Round 1 0 0 0 4 4

Round 2 8 8 8 8 32

Round 3 7 4 4 1 16

Sweet 16 4 4 0 0 8

Elite 8 2 2 0 0 4

Final 4 0 2 0 0 2

Champ 0 1 0 0 1

Total 21 21 12 13 67

20 19

CBS TBS TNT TruTV Total

Round 1 0 0 0 4 4

Round 2 8 8 8 8 32

Round 3 7 4 4 1 16

Sweet 16 4 4 0 0 8

Elite 8 2 2 0 0 4

Final 4 2 0 0 0 2

Champ 1 0 0 0 1

Total 24 18 12 13 67

EXECUTION VERSION
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Allocation of Thursday NFL Inventory*

EXECUTION VERSION

DAYPART FORMAT

Pre-game: ACCESS
7:30-8:00pm ET

3 units

(1 unit + 1:00 news window/avail)

Pre-game: PRIME
8:00-Approx 8:15pm ET

5 units

(leading into game coverage)

Game (thru 3Q): PRIME ET 9 units

Game (post gun): 3 units + :10 news

End ofCoverage: 4 units

Total units in PRIME:

8:00-11:00pm ET
14 units

Total units available: 24 units

* The parties agree that the Inventory associated with each NFL Thursday Game in all cases will
be as provided in Paragraph 4(b)(iv) ofthis Affiliation Agreement and that the allocation in this
Exhibit E may be subject to adjustment solely for reasons beyond CBS's control (e.g., if an NFL
Thursday Game is significantly delayed, the nine (9) in-game units may not all occur in Prime
Time in the eastern time zone).
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EXHIBIT F

Payments By Broadcaster

CBS Network Programming Fee.

During each period ofthe Term as set forth below, (such period, a "Contract Year"), Broadcaster
shall pay CBS a CBS Network Programming Fee, in addition to the Sports Programming Fee and
Thursday NFL Inventory Exchange Fee (each as defined below), in annual amounts and monthly
installments as follows:

Contract Year Annualized Fee Monthly Payment

July 1,2015-June 30,2016 $890,000 $74,167

July 1,2016-June 30,2017 $1,094,000 $91,167

July 1,2017-June 30,2018 $1,286,000 $107,167

Each month, commencing on July 1,2015, Broadcaster shall pay to CBS the monthly payment
amounts set forth above for the applicable Contract Year within thirty (30) days ofthe end of
each month.

Sports Programming Fee.

EffectiveJuly 1, 2015, and continuing through August 31,2019, Broadcaster shall pay a "Sports
Programming Fee" in the amount set forth below. CBS represents, warrants and covenants that
the aggregate amount ofall Sports Programming Fees proposed by CBS to be charged to all
Network-Affiliated Station Licensees (with the individual allocation ofsuch amounts being
generally consistent with the market size of the CBS affiliated station[s] in question) shall not
exceed an aggregate amount equal to the sum of(i) $66,700,000 during the first calendar year
(i.e., 2015), which amount shall increase at a total aggregate rate (i.e., for all Network-Affiliated
Station Licensees) of up to, but no more than, seven and a half percent (7.5%) per calendar year
for each calendar year thereafter and (ii) during the first calendar year, and each calendar year
thereafter, $8,100,000. Broadcaster shall pay such Sports Programming Fee amounts to CBS in
monthly installments, in arrears. (For avoidance ofdoubt, the annual amount ofthe Sports
Programming Fee as applied to Affiliated Station will be prorated for any partial calendar year.)

Broadcaster shall pay CBS a Sports Programming Fee as follows:
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Contract Year Annualized Fee Monthly Payment'
Jan. 1,2015-Dec. 31, 2015 $110,315 $9,193

Jan. 1,2016-Dec. 31,2016 $117,697 $9,808

Jan. 1,2017-Dec. 31,2017 $125,633 $10,469

Jan. 1,2018-Dec. 31,2018 $134,165 $11,180

Jan. l,2019-Aug.31,2019 $95,557 $11,945

CBS will send an invoice to Broadcaster for the Sports Programming Fee at the start ofeach
month for the previous month's installment, which Broadcaster agrees to pay by the 15th of the
following month (e.g., February invoice for January 2015 is due by March 15,2015).

Thursday NFL Inventory Exchange Fee.

In addition. Broadcaster shall pay CBS a "Thursday NFL Inventory Exchange Fee." CBS
represents, warrants and covenants that the aggregate amount ofall Thursday NFL Inventory
Exchange Fees proposed by CBS to be chargedto all Network-Affiliated Station Licensees(with
the individual allocation ofsuch amounts being generally consistent with the market size ofthe
CBSaffiliated station[s] in question) shall not exceedan aggregate amountequal to $27,500,000
during the 2015-2016 NFL season.

Broadcaster shall pay CBS a "Thursday NFL Inventory ExchangeFee", as follows:

Season Annualized Fee Monthly Payment^
2014-15 NFL Season $35,614 $5,936

2015-16 NFL Season $37,814 $6,302

Broadcastershall pay such Thursday NFL Inventory Exchange Fee amounts to CBS in six (6)
equal monthly installments, in arrears. CBS will send an invoice to Broadcasterfor the Thursday
NFL Inventory Exchange Fee at the start ofeach month for the previous month's installment,
which Broadcaster agrees to pay by the 15thofthe following month (e.g., October invoice for
September 2014 is due by November 15,2014).

In the event that a material change in the number ofNFL Games available to CBS for network
broadcast pursuant to the NFL Agreement or the NFL Thursday Agreement (whether due to

' The parties acknowledge and agree that notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this
Affiliation Agreement, Broadcaster remains liable for, and shall pay, all outstanding amounts pursuant to
the "Sports and Inventory Agreement," effective as of September 1,2014, not already paid by
Broadcaster to CBS, which shall be paid by Broadcaster by the 15*'' ofthe month following the month in
which Broadcaster receives an invoice from CBS.

^ With respect to the2014-2015 NFL Season, theparties acknowledge andagree thatBroadcaster
remains liable for, and shall pay, all outstanding Thursday NFL Inventory Exchange Fee monthly
amounts for the 2014-2015 NFL Season not already paid by Broadcaster to CBS, which shall be paid in
six (6) monthly installments no later than thirty (30) days after the last day of each month between
September 2014 and February 2015.
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player strike, recapture ofgames by the NFL or otherwise) results in an adjustment ofthe
financial consideration paid by CBS under the NFL Agreement or the NFL Thursday Agreement
for any period, CBS shall provide a comparable and proportionate benefit during such period to
all Network-Affiliated Station Licensees that are parties to a Sports and Inventory Agreement.

Upon request from CBS, in its sole discretion. Broadcaster will negotiate in good faith with CBS
to contribute financially, to future CBS efforts to secure, as part ofCBS Network Programming,
major events (e.g., sports opportunities).

Broadcaster expressly acknowledges that its failure to make any paymentso that it is receivedby
CBS by the due date set forth herein, which notwithstandingany statement to the contrary on any
invoiceor otherwise,shall not includeany grace period (a "Late Payment"), shall, regardlessof
subsequent efforts to cure such failure, constitute a material breach hereof, entitlingCBS to
terminate this AffiliationAgreementon ten (10) days' written notice, as provided in Paragraph
6(g). Should CBS accept any Late Payment, such acceptance shall not constitute a waiverof its
rights and remedies with respect to any subsequent Late Payment.

Any amounts to be paid pursuant to Paragraph 6 ofthis Affiliation Agreement and this Exhibit F
that are not paid within thirty (30) days ofthe end of the applicableprecedingmonth, and any
other Late Payment, shall accrue interest at the rate ofone and a half percent (1.5%) per month,
compounded monthly, or the maximumamount permitted by New York State law, until such
amounts with such accrued interest are paid in full.

The partiesagree that, without limitation ofany ofCBS's other rights or remedies, in the event
that Broadcaster has failed to make any payment as required in this Affiliation Agreement, CBS
or any Affiliate thereof may withhold any payment("Other Payment") that would otherwisebe
made or due to Broadcaster, including, but not limited to, any share ofNet Profits from
SVOD/EST distribution ofNetwork Prime Time Entertainment Programs, any CBS All Access
ParticipationPayment, or any other payment related to the distribution ofany Network Program
and may, in its sole discretion, apply such Other Payments to any amounts owed by Broadcaster
to CBS.
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EXHIBIT G

Preemptions

Broadcasteragrees to limit Prime Time preemptionson Affiliated Station to not more than ten
(10) hours per calendar year (the "Prime Time Preemption Cap"). In the event Broadcaster
exceeds the PrimeTime Preemption Cap, Broadcaster agreesto pay CBS $2,836per hour for the
first five (5) hours ofPrime Time preemptionseach year in excess of the Prime Preemption Cap
(such paymenta "Prime Time Preemption Fee"). The PrimeTime Preemption Fee shall also be
payable by Broadcaster for any PrimeTime preemption beyondfifteen (15) hours, but with
respectto such excess preemption, CBS may at its electiondecline to accept Broadcaster's
proffered paymentof the Prime Time Preemption Fee, and insteaddeem Broadcasterto be in
material breach of the Affiliation Agreement.

Similarly, Broadcasteragrees to limit preemptions of Weekend Sports Programming on
Affiliated Station to not more than five (5) hours per calendar year (the "Weekend Sports Cap").
In the event Broadcasterexceeds the Weekend SportsCap, Broadcasteragrees to pay CBS $714
per hourfor the first five (5) hoursof Weekend Sports preemptions each year in excessof the
Weekend SportsCap (such payment a "Weekend Sports Preemption Fee"). The Weekend Sports
Preemption Fee shall also be payable by Broadcaster for any weekend sports preemption beyond
ten (10) hours, but with respect to such excess preemption, CBS may at its election decline to
acceptBroadcaster'sproffered payment of the Weekend SportsPreemption Fee, and instead
deem Broadcaster to be in material breach ofthe Affiliation Agreement.

The above preemption limits shallbe allocated proportionately in partial years. Broadcaster will
promptly notify CBSofany preemption and payment of any preemption fee will madewithin
sixty (60) days ofthe written notification from CBS ofthe amountdue.

It is understoodthat Broadcaster's obligations pursuant to the above provisions shall be subject
to those rights under Section73.658 (e) ofthe FCC's rules, and that Broadcaster's legitimate
exerciseof such rights shall in no event be deemeda breachofthe obligationsset forth in this
subparagraph, and shall not countagainstthe PrimeTime Preemption Cap or the Weekend
Sports Cap as set forth above; provided, however, that nothing in the foregoing will be construed
to permit Broadcaster to preempt a program on Affiliated Station, regardless of the reason for the
preemption, in its live or agreedtime period, and then broadcast such program in a differenttime
period, without the express written consent ofCBS; and further provided, that Broadcaster
acknowledges that any preemptions ofNetworkProgramsfor paid religion are made strictly for
financial reasons and in consideration ofthe terms hereof agrees not to preempt Network
Programming for paid religion during the Term.


